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April 28, 2010 
 
 
 
 
THE HONORABLE MIKE GRIMMER, 
  PRESIDENT 
LIVINGSTON PARISH COUNCIL 
Livingston, Louisiana 
 

We have audited certain transactions of the Livingston Parish Council (Parish).  Our audit 
was conducted in accordance with Title 24 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes to determine the 
propriety of certain financial transactions. 
 

Our audit consisted primarily of inquiries and the examination of selected financial 
records and other documentation.  The scope of our audit was significantly less than that required 
by Government Auditing Standards; therefore, we are not offering an opinion on the Parish’s 
financial statements or system of internal control nor assurance as to compliance with laws and 
regulations. 
 

The accompanying report presents our findings and recommendations as well as 
management’s response.  This correspondence is intended primarily for the information and use 
of management of the Parish. Copies of this report have been delivered to the District Attorney 
for the Twenty-First Judicial District of Louisiana and others as required by law. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Dan Daigle, CPA, CIA, CFE 
Director of Compliance Audit 

 
DD/dl 
 
LIVPC10 
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Executive Summary 
 

 Professional Engineering Consultants Corporation (PEC), the Parish’s debris 
removal monitor, issued Daily Hazardous Tree Monitor Reports (tree tickets) for 
hazardous tree and limb removal because of Hurricane Gustav that may not meet 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) guidelines. Based on FEMA 
estimates, this practice has resulted in charges totaling $13,922,746 from 
International Equipment Distributors, Inc. (IED), the parish’s debris removal 
contractor, which may not be reimbursable to Livingston Parish by FEMA. 

 Mr. James Clark, an employee of Livingston Parish Sewerage District 1 & 2 
(District) and owner of CC & C (a subcontractor to IED) submitted time sheets to 
both IED and the District for work from September 3 through 7.  Mr. Clark stated 
that he did not perform debris removal work for IED as his time sheet reflected, 
but that he deserved to be paid as owner of CC&C.  Mr. Clark’s time sheets may 
result in a false claim to FEMA for reimbursement. 

Background 
 

On August 31, 2008, the Parish Council met in an emergency session and authorized the 
Parish President, Mr. Mike Grimmer, to sign a contract with IED, a prequalified debris removal 
vendor, for disaster debris management and removal services in the aftermath of Hurricane 
Gustav.  The contract included prices for the removal, hauling and disposal of debris blocking 
public right of ways (cut and push), debris placed on the side of public right of ways (ROW), and 
hazardous leaning trees and hanging limbs (leaners and hangers).  At later dates, contract 
addendums were added to include debris removal from ditches and canals. 
 

On September 8, 2008, Mr. Grimmer signed a contract with PEC for debris removal 
monitoring.  PEC was to coordinate all debris related activities between Livingston Parish, state 
and federal agencies, and the debris removal contractor.  In addition, PEC was to ensure that the 
FEMA emergency plan and debris removal contract requirements are met by monitoring the 
debris removal from public roads, rights of way, and other public property; monitoring the debris 
management sites; and providing roving debris monitors to ensure that the debris management 
plan and contracts were effectively and efficiently implemented. PEC was to provide loading site 
monitors, debris management site monitors, and debris management consulting services to 
perform these tasks.  The contract called for PEC personnel to be paid at hourly rates which 
varied by job function.  The contract, however, did not contain a cost limit as required by FEMA 
guidance.1 
 

According to Mr. Brian Fairburn, former Livingston Parish OEP director, representatives 
from the Parish, IED, PEC, FEMA, and Governor’s Office of Homeland Security and 
Emergency Preparedness (GOHSEP) held weekly debris meetings to resolve any issues and 
discuss progress made on the debris removal.  Although meetings were held by the Parish to 
monitor the work performed, the Parish did not require invoices be submitted on a timely basis 
                                                 
1 The FEMA debris guide, FEMA-325, states that if a time and materials contract is awarded, the applicants must monitor and document 
contractor expenses, have a cost ceiling or “not to exceed” provision in the contract, and contact the state to ensure proper guidelines are 
followed.  
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and therefore could not review the documentation to ensure only eligible work was performed by 
its contractors.  As of May 2009, the Parish had received $2,751,966 of invoices of the PEC 
estimated $58,689,141 of debris removal work performed.  In May 2009, eight months after 
work had started, Mr. Grimmer issued a cease work order to IED. 
 

At the request of the Parish Administration, we examined the debris removal and debris 
monitoring contracts and the associated work performed and compared it to applicable FEMA 
guidance.  We also spoke to various people involved in the debris removal operations including 
IED and PEC representatives, Parish employees, and GOHSEP. 
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Hazardous Limb and Tree Removal 
 

Hazardous limb and tree removal, also known as leaners and hangers, are leaning trees 
and hanging limbs which may pose a threat to public areas.  The FEMA debris guide2 outlines 
specific requirements for leaners and hangers to be considered eligible for FEMA funding and 
the documentation that is required to demonstrate eligibility.  The documentation must include a 
description of the immediate threat, e.g., photos of hanging limbs or leaning trees; clearly 
defined scope of work to remove the immediate threat; specification of improved property by 
recording nearest building address or GPS location; and denoting the date, labor, and equipment 
used to perform the work. 
 

Prior to the debris removal process, a damage assessment was conducted and routes were 
assigned to work crews.  Each work crew consisted of an IED debris removal crew and a monitor 
from PEC.  The crews went to their assigned routes to locate trees which met FEMA’s criteria.  
As cuts were made, the monitors took pictures, completed reports of work performed, and issued 
tree and load tickets.  The tree tickets included the date, time, address or GPS location of the tree, 
the size of the eligible cut made, and the corresponding picture numbers.  A load ticket was then 
issued after the cuts were made, which allowed the debris to be transported for disposal.  PEC’s 
contract stated that its primary function was to issue debris load tickets for eligible debris cleared 
and provide documentation as required by FEMA.  IED received a copy of the tree ticket at the 
site and used the PEC tree tickets to prepare its invoices to the Parish. 
 

During our fieldwork, FEMA requested sample documentation from PEC of the leaner 
and hanger debris removal work performed.  PEC provided a sample of its documentation for 
$3,341,265 of leaner and hanger charges.  FEMA reviewed the documentation and concluded 
that 16% ($543,320) of the charges contained in the sample was eligible for FEMA 
reimbursement. 
 

We also examined PEC’s documentation of leaners and hangers removal and reviewed 
charges where there was a large volume of leaners or hangers at one given GPS location.  After 
reviewing the documentation, we discussed instances with PEC when photographic 
documentation indicates limbs that appear not cut, measurements that were incorrect, cuts that 
may not meet FEMA size criteria, hanging limbs cut from leaning trees, and trees that appear to 
have limbs cut that did not meet the FEMA hanger criteria. 
 

PEC’s contract states, “The primary function of the Loading Site Monitors is to issue 
debris load tickets for eligible debris cleared and to provide documentation as required by FEMA 
reimbursement requirements.”  In a letter to the LLA dated November 3, 2009, Mr. Tony Arikol, 
President of PEC, wrote that “Our field monitors were to document all work performed by the 
Contractor, and to make notation to what appeared to be eligible or ineligible in accordance with 
FEMA eligibility criteria . . .”  However, Mr. Arikol’s interpretation of PEC’s contractual 

                                                 
2 The FEMA debris guide, FEMA-325, states that for a hanger to be eligible it must be located on improved public property, greater than two 
inches in diameter at the point of breakage and still hanging in a tree and threatening a public use area. For a leaner to meet the eligibility 
requirements it must have its damage caused by the disaster, be an immediate threat to lives, public health and safety or improved property, have 
a diameter breast height of six inches or greater and have one or more of the following criteria:  more than 50% of the crown damaged or 
destroyed, have a split truck or broken branches that expose the heartwood, have fallen or been uprooted within a public use area, and/or leaning 
at an angle greater than 30 degrees. 
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responsibilities is different than the requirements of PEC’s contract terms.  Our sample 
documentation provided by PEC contained no evidence that PEC’s debris monitors recorded 
eligibility determinations.  Finally, Mr. Arikol stated that when the monitor’s documentation was 
processed in PEC’s office and compared to IED’s invoices, the questionable items regarding 
eligibility would be discussed with FEMA and only eligible costs would be submitted to the 
Parish for payment.  In a letter dated November 2, 2009, PEC has reviewed nine IED invoices 
and recommended that the Parish pay $2,631,175 (87% of the invoice total) for leaner and 
hanger operations although FEMA’s percentage of eligible charges was substantially lower. 
 

We also spoke to IED representatives concerning the same issues.  Mr. Wendell Anthony, 
arborist for IED, stated that the monitors and the crews decided on which trees needed to be cut, 
although it was the responsibility of the monitor (PEC) to only document the eligible debris.  
IED’s contract with the parish stated, “Debris to be removed by the Contractor will be designated 
by an Owner’s official or inspector or other personnel approved by the owner.”  According to 
PEC’s contract, Mr. Grimmer, and Mr. Fairburn, PEC was the parish’s representative regarding 
debris removal.  Mr. Smith Day, internal counsel for IED, stated that IED received copies of the 
tree tickets from PEC as part of the debris removal process and relied upon those tree tickets for 
invoicing the parish. 
 

Given PEC’s statement that all work was documented and eligibility determinations were 
not made in the field, we could not rely on the accuracy of the tree tickets.  Therefore, we 
examined the photos for each tree ticket in our sample of charges totaling $45,900 to determine 
if all of the evidence was consistent with FEMA criteria.2  Although all tree tickets in our sample 
indicated photographs were taken, PEC could not produce photographs for 47% of the charges.  
Our analysis is summarized in the chart below. 
 

LLA Sample* of Leaner and Hanger Charges 
Photographs Consistent with FEMA Guidance 7% $3,060 
No Photographic Evidence 47% $21,590 
Inconclusive Photographic Evidence 43% $19,975 
Other Issues** 3% $1,275 
          Total Sample 100% $45,900 
*This is a judgmental sample which may not be representative of the entire population of leaner and hanger 
charges. 

**Other issues included limbs which were not cut, a cut that was measured incorrectly and did not meet the 
minimum FEMA size criteria, or a hanger which was cut from leaner (FEMA will not pay for both charges). 

 
Based on PEC-written tree tickets, IED provided invoices totaling $16,626,340 for leaner 

and hanger removal.  As of the report date, FEMA has not determined an exact amount which 
will be considered reimbursable to Livingston Parish.  Because the Parish did not receive 
invoices on a timely basis, it could not review the documentation to ensure only eligible work 
was performed by its contractors. 
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The issuance of a load ticket allows the debris to be loaded and transported to a debris 
site for disposal.  IED invoices the following services on a cubic yard basis: loading and hauling 
of debris to a temporary debris site, site management, debris reduction, and loading and hauling 
of debris reduction by-products. Because PEC issued load tickets for all debris, regardless of the 
eligibility, the additional charges for the transportation and disposal of ineligible debris may not 
be reimbursable to the parish.  Since the transportation and disposal charges are billed on a cubic 
yard basis, we were unable to quantify the amount of the transportation and disposal charges that 
relate to the leaner and hanger debris removal charges discussed in this report. 
 

In its response dated March 22, 2010, PEC states that “The LLA concluded 
approximately 90% was ineligible due to lack of photographic documentation . . .”  This 
statement by PEC is not accurate since this audit report does not conclude or label any work 
performed by PEC or IED to be eligible or ineligible.  We considered all documentation 
provided by PEC and compared that to PEC’s responsibilities in its contract with the Parish and 
to FEMA’s criteria.  Being the grantor agency, FEMA is the only agency that is capable of 
determining eligibility.  PEC’s response further states, “The monitors documented everything - 
no effort was made to not document any work whether eligible or ineligible . . .,” which is 
different from the services required in their contract with the parish.  The contract states that 
PEC’s primary function is to issue debris load tickets for eligible debris cleared and to provide 
documentation as required by FEMA reimbursement requirements.  As a result, PEC states in its 
response that “. . . 89% of the work was determined to meet FEMA’s criteria for eligibility.”  If 
PEC’s assessment is correct as stated in its response, approximately 11% ($1,828,897) of leaner 
and hanger charges from IED may not be reimbursed by FEMA to the Parish. 
 

We recommend that the Parish: 
 

(1) seek legal advice to determine amounts to be paid to IED and PEC for hazardous 
limb and tree removal operations; 

(2) ensure that future debris removal monitors: 

a. understand the applicable FEMA guidelines, 

b. only write load and tree tickets for eligible debris, 

c. document all debris operations in accordance with FEMA guidelines, 

d. report all debris removal contractor issues to a designated Parish official, 
and 

e. require invoice review and submission on a monthly basis; 

(3) place a contract limit on all future debris removal monitor contracts; and 

(4) require future debris removal contractors to invoice on a monthly basis. 
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Initial Debris Clearance 
 

Initial debris clearance activities, also known as cut and push, are the first phase of debris 
removal in which crews remove debris that poses an immediate threat to life or safety from the 
roads and place the debris in the right of way for later pickup and removal.  During the cut and 
push operations, IED contracted with CC&C Contractors to provide one work crew and various 
items of equipment.  The CC&C crew worked for five days and submitted daily sheets detailing 
hours each employee worked and the items of equipment that were used.  During all five days of 
the cut and push activities, Mr. James Clark, owner of CC&C, was listed as the foreman and 
operating a truck for the work crew.  The time sheets detailed that Mr. Clark worked and 
operated a truck between 10 and 12 hours per day for a total of 58 hours.  IED subsequently 
submitted an invoice which contained charges for Mr. Clark’s labor and vehicle usage totaling 
$5,800. 
 

In addition to ownership of CC&C, Mr. Clark is the full-time director for the Livingston 
Parish Sewerage District 1 & 2 (District).  During four of the five days Mr. Clark reported 
working for CC&C, he also reported working and operating a truck for 63 hours for the District.  
The District submitted all employees’ time and equipment operations, including Mr. Clark’s time 
and truck usage, for that time period to FEMA for reimbursement. 
 

We spoke to Mr. Clark concerning the hours he reported working for CC&C and the 
District.  Mr. Clark stated that he worked for the District the entire time and he was never present 
for the cut and push activities; however, he was in contact with his crew the entire time via 
cellular phone.  Mr. Clark stated that since he owns CC&C, he is entitled to receive 
compensation and that even though he was not present at the CC&C worksite, he still reported 
hours for himself on the time sheets.  Mr. Smith Day and Mr. Rock Malone of IED stated that 
they were not aware that Mr. Clark was not performing the cut and push activities and that he 
should not be paid if he was not physically at the worksite. 
 

We recommend that the Parish: 
 

(1) require IED to ensure that only persons actually doing the eligible work are billed; 

(2) review all invoices and available documentation for cut and push activities to 
ensure that payment is only made for work performed; and 

(3) ensure that debris contractors in possible future disasters monitor and document 
all cut and push operations to ensure that only work performed is billed to the 
Parish. 

Subcontractors Employment of Family Members of Parish Officials 
 

Three subcontractors of IED, the parish's debris removal contractor, employed or 
contracted with immediate family members of two Parish Council members, Mr. Jimmie McCoy 
Sr. and Mr. Don Wheat.  According to parish debris removal records, such as drainage canal 
tickets, emergency crew daily sheets, and monitor reports, at least two of the council members’ 
immediate family were working for sub-contractors of IED as vehicle operators during debris 
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removal operations.  We attempted to contact the subcontractors, but we were only able to 
confirm that one of the subcontractors hired the family member on a contractual basis.  Because 
of the lack of information, we were unable to determine if these transactions constitute a 
violation of the Louisiana Code of Governmental Ethics and therefore will be referred to the 
Board of Ethics for its consideration. 
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The Livingston Parish Council is the governing authority for Livingston Parish and is a 
political subdivision of the State of Louisiana. The year 1996 was the first year that the Parish 
Council operated as a President/Council form of government which operates under a home rule 
charter.  The Livingston Parish Home Rule Charter operates with an elected Parish President 
who is the chief executive officer of the Parish and the head of the executive branch of Parish 
government and an elected nine-member council which is the legislative branch of the 
government.  The council enacts ordinances, sets policies, and establishes programs in such 
fields as social welfare, transportation, drainage, and industrial inducement and health services.  
 

The Louisiana Legislative Auditor received a request to examine the debris removal 
operations in Livingston Parish.  The procedures performed during this audit consisted of: 

 
(1) interviewing Parish employees; 

(2) interviewing other persons as appropriate; 

(3) examining selected documents and records; 

(4) gathering documents from external parties; 

(5) inspecting sites; and 

(6) reviewing applicable federal and state laws and regulations. 
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225-686-7079 LIVINGSTON PARISH PRES 

$U\6itON Ptl~,1Y
 
MIKE GlUMMER 

Parisb President Offie{l oftb{l~id{Zl1t 

ANDREWK. ROWE, CPA.AnEqllll1 Opportullity Employer Director of Finance 

RANDYDELAtTE 
Dll'8Ctor DPW 

Daryl G. Purpera 
Louisiana legislative Auditor 
1600 North Third St. 
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-9397 

Dear Mr. Purpera: 

w~ are In 'receipt of your March 2010 audit of the UvIngston Parish program to clean up debris after 
HurrIcane Gustav. We are truly grateful for the opportunity to review your findings, and we have 
nothing to add to your report. 

P.O. Box 427 • Livingston, Louisiana 70754 
(225) 686-2266· (225) 686-7079 Fax 
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Don Wheat
 
27179 S. Satsuma Road
 
Livingston, LA 70754
 

April 1, 2010 

Mr. Daryl G. Purpera 
Louisiana Legislative Auditor 
P.O. Box 94397 
Baton Rouge, LA 70821 

RE: Livingston Parish Compliance Audit Report 

Dear Mr. Purpera: 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your draft. 

1note that FEMA7s findings are not only disputed but also on appeal. In fact~ the Louisiana 
Governor's Office ofHomeland Security and Emergency Preparedness (LA-GOHSEP) has found 
that FEMA)s analysis js "fatally flawed and discriminatory." 

The Legislative Auditor's submission continues the same flaws. and I urge rou to correct 
your mistakes. Specifically, FEMA's Disaster Assistance Fact Sheet DAP9580.204 is directly on 
point. With regard to documentation required for hazardous trees the Fact Sheet provides: 

[)ocu.meotation: Applicants should submit a spreadsheet showing the number of 
trees cut and the size and location of each tree. The location should include the 
street/road name and GPS coordinates of each tree removed aJong public rights-of
way, and the property address and GPS coordinates of each tree removed from 
private property. Applicants may also provide photographs ofthe flush-cut trees and 
certify that the trees were six inches or larger in diameter, measured 4.5 feet above 
the ground. (Emphasis added.) 

Similarly, DAP9580.204 provides the following regarding documentation for hazardous 
limbs: 

DocumentAtion: Applicants should submit a spreadsheet containing the location of 
the trees, the number oflimbs cut on each tree. and a certification that the limbs were 
two inches or larger in diameter. The location should include the name of the 
street/road and GPS coordinates for each tree or cluster of trees along public rights
of-way, and the street address or parcel number for hazardous limbs cut on private 

I A copy is attached for reference. This is a general guidance document not limited to 
pl'ospective application. 

2 
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property. Applicants may also submit photographs to document the number of 
hazardous limbs cut. If the applications contracted for the removal of hazardous 
limbs on a per-tree basis, the nwnber of limbs cut per tree is not necessary. 
(Emphasis added.) 

The Parish's monitors have prepared the necessary spreadsheets showing the required 
documentation, including street/road name, OPS coordinates, number oftrees and/or limbs cut, and 
the sizes ofeach. This is the exact documentation required by FEMA. yet you purport to conclude 
that 47% of your non~representative sample was without documentation. At the same time, yOW' 

non-representative samples are criticized for their being no description of an immediate threat in 
43% of the limited instances reviewed. 

The hazardous trees eligibility criteria is provided in DAP9580.204 as follows: 

Eligibility Criteria: Trees that are leaning such that they are in an imminent state of 
falling over and trees with broken canopies may pose an immediate threat to life, 
pub] ic health, safety, and improved property. Tfees should be six inches or larger in 
diameter. measured 4.5 feet above ground. (Emphasis added.) 

By definition, the trees posed an immediate threat. 

Again. the eligibility criteria for hazardous limbs as provided in DAP9580.204 provides: 

E1i~ibility Criteria: Broken limbs two inches or larger in diameter measured at the 
point ofbreak that pose an immediate tbreat to life, public health, ofsafety or pose 
an inunediate threat of significant damage to improved property, are eligible for 
removal. (Emphasis added.) 

Jh: definition, the Parish's monitors have adequately documented the description of the 
immediate threat by FEMA's own guidance. 

I stand by the Parish's appeaJ, particularly with its support from LA·GOHSEP. The 
LegisJative Auditor's conclusions are not only inaccurate and misleading, they totally ignore 
FEMA's guidance. 

Further, I have learned that my dad may have perfonned temporary work as an employee for 
a sub-contractor of JED for a very short period of time. It is my understanding that this activity is 
not in violation ofthe Ethics Code, because a sub-contractor's empJoyment activities are not under 
the supervision of the Livingston Parish Council. 

Accordingly, I respectfully take exception to your report. 

DW 

3 
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u.s. ~torHOlIMIIudSec4ar1t}' 

500 C Slreot, j'W 

Wtsb\nalon. DC 20412 

-.,. e FEMA
 

MEMORANDUM FOR: FEMA Regional Administrators 
Regions I - X 

. 

ATIENTION: Disaster Assistance Division Directors 

FROM: Elitabeth A. Zimmennan t'~'fWA--'---,_. 
Assistant Administrator ~ (_) 
Di$aStef Assistance Directorate -

SUBJECT: Disaster Assistance Fact Sheet 9S80.204 
Documenting and Validating Hazardous Trees, Limbs. and Stumps 

The purpose of this memorandum is to announce the issuance of the attaQbed final Disaster 
Assistance Fact Sheet 9S80.204, Dtx:umenting and VahQatin, Hazardous 1'ren, Limbs, and 
Stump.f. Tbls Fact Sheet provides guidat'loe on the documentation required to obtain Public 
A$siSWlce Cwlding for the removal ofhazardous tre¢s,limbs, and stumps. It aloo describes the 
proceS5 fEMA wU1 use to validate applicants' requests for reimbursement. 

If you have any questions about this Fact Sheet. please contact Amenda Brown. Public Assistance 
Division, via email at c\manda.Dl'9wn@dbs.gQv I facsimile (202) 646-3288. or phone (202) 646
3869, 

Attachment 

'"'"W.r.ma.go" 

4 
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8:FEMA DIS.ASTER i\SSIST/\NCE •
• 
<~ltl) ,t.~... ;.(,~.~ 

" .... 0'.... , •••• '" •.__.~_ II 
DAPFACT SHEET 

9580.204 

Documenting and Validating Hazardous
 
Trees, Limbs, and Stumps
 

Oven iew 

Removal of hazardous tree" Umbs, and stumps that p~t lmmed.ia~ threats to livC8, publk health
 
and safety, or Improved property and meet oCher eligibilitycri_ria sl*ified in the O.bri,
 
Manlpntent Guide, PEMA 325, may be eligible for Public AlsJstanee Uant funding. 'lh!
 
regulations governing PRMA's Publk Assistance Program (Code of Pederal Regutations, Title 44:
 
l!mergency MmagmleIlt and Assimnce, Part 206, Subparts G (pubUe Alel.tanq Project
 
Administration) and H (Public A.astane! BlislblHty» require StAtes and local govem.ment
 
applicants to provide dotumentltion of costs and work performed to support ~ue8ts for
 
reimbulXlnI!1'tt from FEMA (" CPR §206.202(b) (~Appllcation proC!eclU1'etl, Grmfu). 'The
 
regutltions liso require States to monitor gnmt and subgrant SttppoJ\'ed activf,1jes such as debris
 
removal and disposa.l operations. 44 CPR §206.105(b)(1), Payment of claim, Lar~projtcf$, states:
 
"The Grantee shall make an accounting to the Rt> [Regional DJrectot, nOw R~onal Administrator)
 
of eligible costs for each approved large project. In 8ubm.1ttinS the accounting the Granlft shan
 
certify that reported costswe.re incurred in the performance of fligible work... [and) that tne
 
approved work was completed:' AdditionaUy, 44 CPR §206.205(b)(2) stotes: '1he aD $hall review
 
the accounting to determine the eligible amount of reimbursement for e~h large project and approve
 
eligible costs. If a discrepancy betw~ reported costs and approved funding nists, the RO roilY
 
conduct fteld reviews to gather additional information:'
 

This Plct Sheet provides guidance on the dOC1.W)entatlon appUcants should provide In their request!!
 

for Public Assistance funding for removing hazardous trees, limb., and stumps. It also describes the
 
process P'BMA wlll use in coordination with States and focal government applicants to validate that
 
eligible work was completed when a di.scNpancy between repor~ costs and eJisible funding arises.
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225-686-7079 LIVINGSTON PARISH PRES 

~(]Ul6~iON Ptl~,lY
 
MD!E GlUMMER 

Parfsh President Offie(l of th{l PJv,3id{lllt 
ANDREWK. ROWE, CPAAnEqUIII Opporlllnity Employei' Director of Finance 

RANDYDELATTE 
Director DPW 

Daryl G. Purpera 
Louisiana Legislative Auditor 
1600 North Third St. 
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-9397 

Dear Mr. Purpera: 

w~ are in 'receipt of your March 2010 audit of the Livingston Parish program to clean up debris after 
Hurricane Gustav. We are truly grateful for the opportunity to review your findings, and we have 
nothing to add to your report. 

P.O. Box 427 • Livingston, Louisiana 70754 
(225) 686-2266· (225) 686-7079 Fax 
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Don Wheat 
27179 S. Satsuma Road 
Livingston, LA 70754 

April 1,2010 

MI. Daryl G. Purpera 
Louisiana Legislative Auditor 
P.O. Box 94397 
Baton Rouge, LA 70821 

RE: Livingston Parish Compliance Audit Report 

Dear Mr. Purpera: 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your draft. 

I note that FEMA's findings are not only disputed but also on appeal. In fact, the Louisiana 
Governor's Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Prepaledness (LA-GOHSEP) has found 
that FEMA's analysis is "fatally flawed and discriminatory." 

The Legislative Auditor's submission continues the same flaws, and I urge rou to correct 
your mistakes. Specifically, FEMA's Disaster Assistance Fact Sheet DAP9580.204 is directly on 
point. With regard to documentation required for hazardous trees the Fact Sheet provides: 

Documentation: Applicants should submit a spreadsheet showing the number of
 
trees cut and the size and location of each tree. The location should include the
 
street/road name and GPS coordinates of each tree removed along public rights-of

way, and the property address and GPS coordinates of each tree removed from
 
private property. Applicants may alsQ provide photographs ofthe flush-cut trees and
 
certify that the trees were six inches or larger in diameter, measured 4.5 feet above
 
the ground. (Emphasis added.)
 

Similarly) DAP9580.204 provides the following regarding documentation for hazardous 
limbs: 

Documentation: Applicants should submit a spreadsheet containing the location of
 
the trees, the number of limbs cut on each tree, and a certification that the limbs were
 
two inches or larger in diameter. The location should include the name of the
 
street/road and OPS coordinates for each tree or cluster of trees along public rights

of-way, and the street address or parcel number for hazardous limbs cut on private
 

I A copy is attached for reference. This is a general guidance document not limited to 
prospective application. 
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property. Applicants may also submit photographs to document the number of 
hazardous limbs cut. If the applications contracted for the removal of hazardous 
limbs on a per-tree basis, the number of limbs cut per tree is not necessary. 
(Emphasis added.) 

The Parish's monitors have prepared the necessary spreadsheets showing the required 
docwnentation, including street/road name, GPS cOQrdinates, number oftrees and/or limbs cut, and 
the sizes of each. This is the exact documentation required by FEMA, yet you purport to conclude 
that 47% of your non-representative sample was without documentation. At the sw;ne time, your 
non-representative samples are criticized for their being no description of an immediate threat in 
43% of the limited instances reviewed. 

nle hazardous trees eligibility criteria is provided ill DAP9580.204 as follows: 

Eligibility Criteria: Trees that are leaning such that they are in an imminent state of 
falling over and trees with broken canopies may pose an immediate threat to life, 
public health, safety, and improved property. Trees should be six inches or larger in 
diameter, measured 4.5 feet above ground. (Emphasis added.) 

By definition, the trees posed an immediate threat. 

Again. the eligibility criteria for hazardous limbs as provided in DAP9580.2Q4 provides: 

Eligibility Criteria: Broken limbs two inches or larger in diameter measured at the 
point ofbreak that pose an immediate tbreat to life, public health, of safety or pose 
an immediate threat of significant damage to improved property. are eligible for 
removal. (Emphasis added.) 

~ definition, the Parish's monitors have adequately docwnented the description of the 
immediate threat by FEMA's own guidance. 

I stand by the Parish's appeal, particularly with its support from LA·GOHSEP. The 
Legislative Auditor's conclusions are not only inaccurate and misleading, they totally ignore 
FEMA's guidance. 

Further, I have learned that my dad may have perfonned temporary work as an employee for 
a sub-contractor of JED for a very short period of time. It is my understanding that this activity is 
not in violation ofthe Ethics Code, because a sub-contractor's employment activities are not tutder 
the supervision of the Livingston Parish Council. 

Acoordingly, I respectfully take exception to your report. 

DW 

3 
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\I.S. ~..torB.llIdud SecQ~ 
500 C SImI. gW 
Wash". DC 20472 

.FEMA
 

MEMORANDUM FOR: FEMA Regional Administrators 
Regions I - X 

. 

ATTENTION: Disaste1 Assistance Division Directors 

FROM: Eti2abethA. Zimmerman f·~~-.. ---"_' 
Assistant Administrato{ _ (_) 
Disaster Assistance DilllCtorate -

SUBJECT: Disaster Assistance Fact Sheet 9S80.204 
Documenting and Validating Hazardous Trees, Limbs, and Stumps 

The purpose of this memorandum is to amlOUI'lce the issuirtce of the attlQhed final Disasrer 
Assistanu Fact Sheet 9580.204, .Documenting and Vah'dati", HlUitUdous 1'rees, Limbs, and 
Stumps. This Fact Sheet provides guichmac on the documentation required to obtain Public 
A$S;stance twiding for the removal ofhamrdous ~,limbs, and stumps. It also describes the 
process FEMA wi11 u.<;e to validate: applicants' requests for reimbursement. 

Ifyou have any questions about this Fact Sheet, please contact Amanda Brown, Public Assistance 
Division, via trn3i1 at hmanda.DroWl1@dbs.gQv , facsimile (202) 646-3288. or phone (202) 646
3869. 

Attachment 

""IO\I'.fama.go" 
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DAP 
9580.204 

Documenting and Validating Hazardous
 
Trees, Limbs, and Stumps
 

Oven iew 

Removal of hazardous tree', lbnbs, and stumps that pment f.mmed1a~threats to lives, public health 
and $ilfet:y, or improved pwpertr and meet other elig.i'bilitycrileria specified in the Oebri. 
Manasement Guidr, 'EMA 325, may be eligible for PubLic AssJsta~ grant funding. The 
regulations governing PRMA's Public Assistance Program (Code of Federal RegulatiOllS, Title 44: 
Emergency Ma-na~meJ'lt and Assisttmce, Part 206, Subparts G (Public AJalstance Project 
Administration> <md H (Public Assistance BligibiHty» require States and local government 
applicants to provjde dOctlmentation of costs and work perrormed to support requests for: 
reintbunement from FEMA (44 CPR §206.202(b) (4), Application proC!edures, Grtmlee). The 
regulations al50 require States to monitor grant and subgrant supported activities such as debris 
removal and disposa.l operations. 44 CPR §206.205(b)(1), Payment of claim. Largtprojtl1fs, states: 
"1be Grantee shall make an attOunting to the Rt> [Regional DlrtctOJ', now RegloNll Administrator) 
of eligible costs for each approved large project. In submitting the accounUng 1he Grantee shan 
certify that reported costs-were incurred in the performance of ~ligjble work. .. [and) that tfle 
approved work was completed." Additionally, 44 CPR §206.200(b)(2) stat"e$: "The RD $hall review 
the ac<:ountinS to determine the eligible amount of reimbursement for each large proje«..... and approve 
eligible costs. If a discrepancy between reported costs and approved funding exists, the RP ttulY 
conduct fteld reviews to gather additional information." 

This Fad Sheet provides guidance on the dOcu.allmtatlon appH(ants should provWe in their re<)1H'sts 

for Public Assistance funding for removing hazardous trees, limbs, and stumps. It also describes the 
process PBMA will use in coordination with States and local government applicants to validate that 
eligible work was completed when a disaepancy between reported costs and eligible funding arises. 

5 
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DOCUMENTING AND VALIDATING HAZARDOUS TREES,
 
LIMBS, AND STUMPS
 

DOCUIlwnfin HouudoUI) Tret'~, Unlh'); 11lHi Sturn lS 

GmenaL 

Applicants 'hould provide documentation thilt directly supports their requ~f$ (or Public.: Assistance 
funding and cerfifkatJon that they performed lhe work in accordana with FEMA eligibility criteria. The 
documentation may include photographs, maps, and other documents that show the location of the 
work on public rights-of.way, evidence of the immediate threat and details of thq work performed to 
remove the threat. It applicants perfonn the work, they should $Ubm1t documentation of labor and 
equipmmt charges required to do the work, such as payroll records, applicant~owned equipmblt usage 
records, Ind eqWpmen~rent.l invoices. If applicants hire contractors to perfOrm the work, the 
applicant$ .shoold9ubmit the contract and invokeS toPEMA. 

Applicants should separate l."QSts for lhe removal of hll1'.ardous trees, limbs, and stumps from debris 
removal paid on a cubic yard or ton basis to avoid double payment, unless they am dearly show that 
costs for cutting ate separate from costs to rt.moVe and dispose of the dtbris. 

Specific eligibility criteria and documentation requirements for each item of work ate prOVided below. 
Failure to provtde suffident documenta.tion may jeopardize the applicant's request for Public Assistance 
funding. 

HaumetUs Trus 

Elimlity Crim: Trees that llN leaning such that they are in an imminent state of fidling over and trees 

with broken canopies may pose an immediall! threat to life" public health, safety, and improved 
property. Trees should be six Inches or larger in diameter, measured 4.5 feet above ground leveL 

Documentation: Applicants should submit a spreadsheet showfng the number of trees cut and the size 
and location of each tree. The locatIOn should include the street/road name and CPS coordinates of each 
tree removed along public rights-of-way, and the pr<JPetty address and CPS coordinates of each tree 
removed from private property. Applican~ may also provide photographs. of the flush-cut trees and 
certify that th~ trees were six inches or larger in diameter, measured 4.5 fuet above the ground. 

6 
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DOCUMENTING AND VALIDATING HAZARDOUS TRBBS,
 
LIMBS, AND STUMPS
 

HlfZIINlous limbs 

ElitibUity C'.ritetiA: Broken limbs two inches or larger In diameter measuted at the point of break that 
po.$e ran immediate threat to life, public health, o,.SJl~ty, or ~ an immediate threat of sIgnificant 
damage to imptoved property, are eligible for removal 

Documentation~ Applicants should submit a spreadsheet COJ'Itlrintng the location of the ttees, the 
number of limbs cut on each tree, and a ~flcaUon that the limbs were two indies or larger in diameter. 
The location should hlctude Ihe na.r;ne of thtt stteet/road and GPS coordinates for each tree 01' duster of 
trees ftlong public rights-of-way, end the street address or parcel n\UJ\ber for hazar.dou~ lilnbs c:ut on 
prlvate property. Applicants may .also submit photopaphs to docwnent tlu! number of hazardou. limbs 
(;'Ut. If the appllc:ants contracted for the removal of hazardous Urnbs on a per-tree basis, the number of 
limbs CI.lt per tree is not ~ry. 

Htl%IlTdou. Stumps 

rmpbtlity Crituil: Stumps that are 24 inches or larger in diameter measured 24 inches above ~ ground 
and have SO percent or more of their root ban exposed are eligible for removal on a per--stump basis. 
Reimbursement for the removal of stumps measuring less than 24 inches in diameter will be based on 
the reasonable cubic yard prices for vegetative debris. Please see Disaster Assisl:ah<:e Policy DAP9523.11, 
Ha:anlcus Stump Extrflction atld RcnOf1Ql Eligibility, for additionallnformatio" on the estima.ted volume of 
various Bite stumps. 

Documentation: Applicants should com:pl~te a H42:Ardous Stump WorkshR" fottnd in Disaster Assistance 
Policy DAP9S23.11. The Worksheet captures information Olt the n\lll\ber of haza~9U8 stumps removed. 
hazardOUS stump location and size, and the quantity of fUltnaterial requited to flJl the resuloot hole. 
Applicants tNt requ~ reimbursement for force account labor and equipment should p.t'()vide aU ot the 
obove information except the sizes of the stumpe removed. 

The documentation requirements stated above only apply when applicants are collecting. hauling, and 
disposing of the debris, They do not apply dUring the emergency debris dearance phase when crews 
clear roads to provide emergency access to critical facUities. 

Additional Information on the eHgibility of hazardous ~. limbs, and stump$ can be found in Part I 
of PEMA's Debris Management Guide, PEMA 325, and in Disastel' Assistance Policies DAP9523.11, 
Hltttlrd0u3 Stump Extraction and Removal Eligibility, and DAP9523.13, Debris Rtmoval frvm Private. 
Property. 

7 
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DOCUMENTING AND VALIDATING HAZARDOUS TREES, 
LIMBS, AND STUMPS
 

FEMA, in coordlnation wflt\ the Stare and the applicant may select a small sample of hazardous trees, 
limbs. and/or stumps to valid8~ eligible scopes of work ~nd eligible proJert funding if a di9crepancy 
between docurnet1tatlon, work performed, and eligible fundmg exi$ts. l'hevllltdati()n process will 
include field visits to v~rify that the applicant performed work in aceordan<:e with FBMA tUgibility 
etiterlil. FEMA will use th~ results of the validation process to atwmune eUgible project funding. 

The validation of work to remove hazardous tree;, limbs, iUtd stumps should be a coordinated and 
collecttv~ effort between FEMA, the State. and the applicant. Validation tea~ performing physkaI 
inspections should be comprised of rep~ntativesfrom FEMA. the State, and the app~t who are 
familiar with debris removal operations, FEMA policy and debris mnoval eligibility, and debris 
monitoring documentation practi~. ~ vaUdation teams should meet prior to conduet'iJ)g v.Iidations 
to identify ~tion,and objectives. and hold meetin~as necessary to resolve Issues. The validadon 
teams should work to achieve consensus on validation determinatioos. 

FEMA, the Statel and the applicant should select a sample of at least500 work items to vaJidate the 
appUcant"s request(s) for reJmbursement. Separate vaUdationsShQuld be conducted for hazardous l::ree$, 

limbs. and stumps and for work perfonntd 00 public and private properly. Only one validation should 
be conducted for ea.ch srope of work selected fur validation. 

Interim V"lidations 

FEMA may conduct interim valldations before the completio.n of the deblis remo~al operation as a 
quality controll'Ma~ and to establish PubU, Assistance grant amounts for the applicable scope of 
work. The decision on whether or not to conduct an interim validation should be a joint decision 
between PEMA, the State, and the applicant. Interim validations should include a sample of at least 500 
work items completed up to the date of validation. The results from any validation should apply 
exclusively to the scope of work that the applicant comple~befol"e .F'EMA conducted the validation. 
For example, an interim validation may occur 30 days afrer the applicant initiaWs a debris removal 
operation and focus on work performed during the first 30 days. FilMA may conduct a final validation 
for the remrrlnder of the work after the applicant comp~tes the debris removal operation. The final 
validation should include a sample of at least 500 work iteJ:)\$ completed after the date of the interim 
validation. The results from the first validation will be used. to detemtine the eUgible scope of work for 

8 
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DOCUMENTING AND VALIDATING HAZARDOUS TREES, 
LIMBS, AND STUMPS
 

work and ~osts claimed during the first 30 days, and the final valldation results wUl be applied to 
determine the eligible sex>pe of work for the remaining work and associated costs claimed. 

The documentation for the validation proceS!J should include: 

•	 names and affiliations of validation team members; 
•	 date and locations of inspections; 

•	 the number of hazardous UftS, limbs, and stumps selected for validation; 
•	 the debris remOV8lload tickets or invoices ror the ha7A:rdous trees, limbe, and stwnps selected faT 

validation; 
•	 the validation TeSults; 
•	 name of the debris removal contt:actor that perform~ the work (if applicable); 
•	 name of the applicant's debris monitor that provided over$lght for the work daimtd (if
 

applicable); and
 
•	 rights of entries and indemnification agreements when the applicant ~rformedwork on private 

property. 

FBMA will apply the percentage of the debris removal work that it validated to the applicant's total 
claim fOr reimbursement. However, FBMA will approve 100 percent funding for the applicable scope of 
work if it vaUdate6 at least 80 pet'Ct!'f\t of the sample of work items. llligible funding for 5CGpe5 of work 
villidated at less than 80 percent will be based on the actual percentage of validated work. 

r;",efrAItU 

FEMA should validate the removal of haurdous trees. limbs, and stumps within 45 days of pIo;ect 
completion. 

£-kJ- u!1?ml1::a.--?
RU7.abeib-A~~ 

5

Assi$tant Administrator 
Disaster Assistance Directorate 
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Jimmie McCoy 
P.o. Box 79 

Livingston, LA 70786 
Aprill,2010 

Mr. Daryl O. Purpera 
Louisiana Legislative Auditor 
P.O. Box 94397 
Baton Rouge, LA 70821 

RE: Li~ingstoD Parish Compliance Audit Report 

Dear Mr. Purpera: 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your draft. 

1note that FEMA's findings are not only disputed but also on appeal. In fact, the Louisiana 
Governor's Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness (LA-GOHSEP) has fOWld 
that FEMA's analysis is "fatally flawed and discriminatory." 

The Legislative Auditor's submission continues the same flaws and Jurge you to correct your 
mistakes. Specifically, FEMA's Disaster Assistance Fact Sheet DAP9S80.2041is directly on point. 
With regard to documentation required for hazardous trees the Fact Sheet provides: 

Dosmneotation: Applicants should submit a spreadsheet showing the number of 
trees cut and the size and location of each tree. The location should include the 
street/road name and GPS coordinates ofeach tree removed along public rights-of
way, and the property address and GPS coordinates of each tree removed from 
private property. Applicants may also provide photographs ofthe flush-cut trees and 
certify that the trees were six inches or larger in diameter, measured 4.5 feet above 
the ground. (Emphasis added.) 

Similarly, DAP9580.204 provides the following regarding documentation for hazardous 
limbs: 

Documentation: Applicants should submit a spreadsheet containing the location of 
the trees, the number oflimbs cut on each tree, and a certification that the: limbs were 
two inches or larger in diameter. The location should include the name of the 
street/road and QPS coordinates for each tree or cluster of trees along public rights
of-way, and the street address or parcel number for hazardous limbs cut on private 
property. Applicants may also submit photographs to document the number of 

IA copy is attached for reference. This is a general guidance document not limited to 
prospective application. 
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hazardous limbs cut. If the applications contracted for the removal of hazardous 
limbs on a per-tree basi~ the nwnber of limbs cut per tree is not necesswy. 
(Emphasis added.) 

The Parish's monitors have prepared the necessary spreadsheets showing the required 
documentation. including street/road name, GPS coordinates, nwnber oftrees and/or limbs cut, and 
the sizes ofeach. This is the exact documentation required by FEMA, yet you purport to conclude 
that 47% of your non-representative sample was without documentation. At the same time, your 
non·representative samples are criticized for their being no description of an immediate threat in 
43% oflhe limited instances reviewed. 

The hazardous trees eligibility criteria is provided in DAP9580.204 as follows: 

&1jgibilitv Criteria: Tree' that arc leaning such that they are in an imminent state of 
faUing over and trees with broken canopies may pose an immediate threat to life, 
public health, safety, and improved property. Trees should be six inches or larger in 
diameter, measured 4.5 feet above ground. (Emphasis added.) 

By definition, the trees posed an immediate threat. 

Again, the eligibility criteria for hazardous limbs as provided in DAP9580.204 provides: 

Eligibility Criteria: Broken limbs two inches or larger in diameter measw-ed at the 
point of break that pose an immediate threat to life, public health, ofsafety or pose 
an immediate threat of significant damage to improved property, are eligible for 
removal. (Emphasis added.) 

Ih definition, the Parish's monitors have adequately documented the description of the 
immediate threat by FEMA's own guidance. 

I stand by the Parish's appeal, particularly with its support from LA·OOHSEP. The 
Legislative Auditor's conclusions are not only inaccurate and misleading, they totally ignore 
FEMA's guidance, 

Further, 1 understand that my son may have worked as an employee of one or more 
companies who sub-contracted with lED to perfonn various activities. The Livingston Parish 
Counci.l had no supervision orjurisdiction whatsoever over my son's employment relationship or his 
activities on the project. Consequently, my son's employment did not violate the Ethics Code and 
was perfectly appropriate. 

I hope this clarifies any misunderstandings printed in your report. 

~illcerely, 

~~'ff(~
 
Jinunie McCoy 

11 
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t.s.. ~ of BOIIItIIast 5eicmity 
SOOC~SW 

\\~. DC 20472 

e FEMA
 

MEMORANDUM FOR:	 FEMA Regional Administt3tors . 
Regions 1~ X 

ATTENTiON:	 Disaster Assistance Division Directors 

FROM:	 Elizabeth A. Zimmc:nnan f. ~)rl4'----
Assistwt Administrator I 
Disaster Assistance Directorate '

SUBJECT:	 DiauteJ AssiStance Fact Sheet 9580.204 
Documenting and Validating Haza.rd<)\lS Trees, Limbs, and Stumps 

The purpose of this memorandum is to announce the issuance ofthe attached final Disaster 
Assistance Fact Sheet 9580.204, Docum",ting and Yahtlating Hamnlt!Jus 1'ret.f. Limbs. and 
Slumps. This Fact Sheet provides guidance on tbe documentation required to obtain Public 
Assistance funding for the removal ofba%.ardous tr~, limbe, and stumps. It also describes the 
pfI)cess FEMA will Ulte to validate applicants' requests for reimbursement. 

(fyou b.ave any questions about this Fact Sheet, please contact Amanda Brown, .Public Assjstence 
Division, via email atAmlIDQA.l!IOM}@dhs.gov , facsimile (202) 646-3288, or phone (202) 646
3869. 

Attachment 
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FEMA 

DAP 
9580.204 

Documenting and Validating Hazardous
 
Trees, Limbs, and Stumps
 

Oven in\' 

Removal of hazardous tree, lbnbs, and stumps that present imawdiate threats to lives, public health 
and. sahtf, or improved property and meet other eligJ."iJity criteria specifled in the Deb,.. 
Manqemmt Cuide, FEMA 325, may be eligible for Pub'k Aasistance grant funding. The 
r~fiON governing PEMA's Public Assistance Program (Code of Pederal Regulations, TItle 44; 
EtnergGlCY Management and Assistance, Part 206.. Subparts G(PubHc AaaDtUlce Profect 
AdministutlO1l)and H (Public As.ialance !Usibility» require Sta~ and local government 
applitants to provide documen..-tion of COSts and woJk perionned. to support requests for 
reb:nbursetrtent from FBMA (44 CPR §206.20'2(b) (4:), AppUcation procedures, Grantee). The 
regulations also require States to mortitor grantand subgrant support~d activities such as debris 
removal and dlsposaloperations. 44 CPR §206.205(b)(1}, Payment of claim, lArgeprojtcts, 1ltates: 
"The Grantee shall make an accounting to the lID (Regional ~tor, now lepmal Adn'tiNsttator] 
of eligible eos1:S for each approved large project. In submitting ttw accounting the Gran_shall 
certify that reported costs were inCW'l'led In the performance of eliglble work. •. [and) that the 
approved work wu completed:' Addlttonally, 44 CPR §2Q6.205(b)(2) slams: "The RD shan review 
the accounttng to determine the eligible amount of reimbursement (or each large project I1\d approve 
eligible costs. If a discrepllI1CY between reported costs and approved funding eXi~, the RD may 
conduct field ~iews to gather additional inronnlltion." 

This Fact Sheet provides gu1daru:e on the documentation applicants should prOVide in their requests 
for Public Assistance funding for removing hazardous ~, limbs, and stumps. It also describes the 
proc:ess PEMA will ute in coordination with States and local government applkants to validah! that 
eligible work was completed when a discrepancy between reported. costs and eligib~ funding arises. 
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DOCUMENTING AND VALIDATING HAZARDOUS TREES,
 
LIMBS, AND STUMPS
 

General 

Applicants should provide documentation that directly supports their requests for Public Assistance 
funding and certifica tion that they performed the work in accordance with PBMA eligibility criteria. 1he 
documentation may lnclude photographs, maps, and other documents that show the location of !:he 
work on public rights-of-way, evidence of the im.medlate threat, and details of the work performed to 
remov~ the threat. If appUcants perform the work, they should subJnit documentation of l~bo~ and 
equipmmt Charges required to do the work, S\lch as payroIJ records, applicant-owned eql.1lpment usage 
records, el\d equip~trental invokes. If apl'Ucant8 hire COI\t!'Qetor5 to perfonn the work, the 
applicants should submit the contract and in'VOioes to FEMA. 

AppJkants should separate costs (or the NmOvaJ of hazardous trees, limbs, and stumps from debris 
removal paid an a cubic yard or ton basis 10 avoid double payment, unless they can clearly show that 
costs for cuttmS are separate from costs to remove -nd dlspoR of the debriS. 

Specific eligiblUty criteria and documentation requirements for each itern of work are provIded below. 
Failure: to provide sufficient documentation may jeopardize the appUcant's request for Public Assistance 
funding. 

Eligj,bilfty Criteria: Trees that are leaning ~ch that they are in an imminent sta~ of falling over and trees 

with broken canopies may pose an iJ:nInt'diate threat to life, public health, safety, and improved 
property. Trees should be 51x inches or larger in diameter, measured 4.5reet above ground level. 

Documentation: Applicants should submit a spreadsheet showing the number of trees cut and the size 
and location of each tree. The location should include the streetfroad name and GPS coordinates of each 
~ removed along public rfghts-of.way, and the property add.re9s and CPS coordinates of each lTee 
removed from private property. AppUcants may also prOVide photographs of the flush-cut tr~ and 
certify that the trees were si); Inches or larger in diameter, measul't!d 4.5 feet above the ground. 

....._-1".....1 '. 14 
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DOCUMENTING AND VALIDATING HAZA1lDOUS TREBS,
 
LIMBS, AND STUMPS
 

fllid?llity Criteria: Broken limbs two inches or laTge£ in diameter tmasuNd at the poJnt of break that 
pose an immediate threat to life, public health, or safety, Qt' pose an immediab: threat of significant 
damage to improved property. are eligible fOf removal. 

Oocumengtlcm: Applicants should $ubmit a spreadsheet CQ.ittainlng the location 01 the trees, the 
number of limbs cut on taCh tree, and a certification tMt the Umbswere two inches or larger In dia:rneter. 
The location should include the name of the street/roa.d and CPS coordinates for each tree or dusm- of 
tt~ along public rights-of-way, and. the street addras or parcel number forhuardous limbs cut on 
private property. Applicants may also submit photographs to document the number of hazardous limbs 
cut. Uthe applicants contracted for the ~moval of hazardous UroQa on a per-ttee basis, the number of 
limbs cut per tree is not IteOe888ry; . 

EJilibWlY Crtter.ia: Stumps that are 24 inches or larger in diameter measured 24 inches above the ground 
and have 50 percent or more of their root ball exposed are eligible for removal on a per-stump basM. 
Reimbursement for the removal of stumps measuring less than 24 irtdles in diameter will be based on 
the reasonable cubic yard prices £or vegetative debris. Please see DIsaster Assistance Policy DAP9523.11. 
HltZlttdous Stump Ext'raction nrrd Rnnovrd Eli$'-bility, for additionallnfort'n3tion on the estinuited volWX\e of 
various size stumps. 

!?oslmcntation: Applicants Jhould complete a Htnard(llUl Strimp W"rbhfd. fQ\ll\d in Disuber Assllw-ce 
Polley OAP9523.11. The Worksheet captures information Oft the number ofhuatdOtlS stumps removed• 
.hawodou$ stamp location and s~..e, and the quantity of fill .material required to lUI the resultant hole. 
Applicanm that requ~ reimbursement for force account labor and equipment should provide all of ~ 
above ioiocmation except the si:zes of the sturnpsremoved. 

The documentation requirements stated above only apply when applicants are collecting., hauling, and 
disposing of the debris. They do not apply during the emergency debris del!Uance phase when crews 
clea\r ro~ds to provide emergency aC0!8S to critical fadJittes. 

Additional Information on the eligibility of hazardous trees, limbs, and stumps can be found in Part I 
of FBMA's Debris Management Guide, nMA 32.5. and in DIsaster Assistance Policies DAP9523.ll, 
Hua71bms Stump Extraction and RemOVlll Eligibility, and DA.P9523.13, DrbriJ RemOOtfl frum PrfoQte 
Property. 

• , l 11 : I, ~ It ;: ,~, ;. I \ 
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DOCUMENTING AND VALIDATING HAZARDOUS TREES, 
UMBS, AND STUMPS
 

vulidtllin LIi( iblc VV()l k 

FEMA, in ('oordination wilh the State and the applicant, may select a small sample of hazardous trees, 
limbs, andlot' stumps to validate eligible scopes of work ifnd eligible project fundina 11 a discrepancy 
between documentation, work performed, IU1d eligible funding exists. TIle validation process will 
include field visits to verify that the appliclUlt performed wotlc in accordance with leMA eligibility 
criteria. PBMA will use the results of the va1idlltion process to detenn1ne eUgibJe project funding. 

The validation of W'OTk to remove hazardous trecs, limbs, and stumps should be a coordinated and 
collective effort between FEMA ~ State, and the applicant. ValidatiOfl teams performing physical 
Inspections should be comprised of reptesentatives from FEMA, the State, and the applicaIlt who arc 
familiar wUh debris removal operations, nMA policy and debris removal eligibility, and debris 
monitoring documentation practices. The valtdation teams should meet prior to conduding validations 
to fdmtify expectations and objectives. and hold meetings as necessat')' to rtSOlve issues. The validation 
teams should work to achieve consensus on validation delennlnations. 

FHMA, the State} and the applkant should select a sample of at least 500 work items to validate the 
applicant's request(s) for reimbursement. Separate vaJidatiOll$ should be conducted fOT hazardous trees, 
Umbs, llnd stumps and for worlc performed on publk and priv8tf' rwopprty. Only one validation should 
be conducted for each scope of work selec:ted. for validation. 

Interim VtdidctiotfS 

FEMA may conduct tnh!rim validations before the completion of the debris removal operation as a 
quality control measure and to establish Public Assistance grant amounts for Itu.t appUcable scope of 
work. ~ decision on whether or not to conduct an interim validation should be 2l jQinl decision 
between PBMA, the State, and the applicant. Inrerim validatiON should inc:lude a sample of at least 500 
work items COO1.pleted up to the dat\! of validation. The results from any validation should apply 
exc1utitvety to the scope of work that the applicant cotJlple1ed before Fe.MA conducted the validation. 
For t!Xample, an interim validation may occur 30 days after thfl applicant initiates a debris removal 
opertltfon and focus on work performed during the first 30 days. FRMA may c:anduct a .final validation 
for the remalttder of the work after the applicant compl.etE:s the debris removal operation. The final 
v~lid.tio.n shOltkt indude a sample of at least 500 worle items completed after the date of the interim 
validation. Th~ re$Ults from the first validation will be used to detennine the eUgible scope of work for 
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DOCUMENTING AND VALIDATING HAZARDOUS TRBES, 
LIMBS, AND STUMPS
 

work and COS~ claimed during the flrst 30 days, and the final vaUdation results will be applied to 
determine the eligible scope of work for the remaining work and associated costa claimed. 

TIle documentation for the validation process should include: 

•	 names and affiliations of validation team members; 
•	 date and locations of inspections; 
•	 the number of hazardous trees, limbs, and stumps selected for yalidatlon; 
•	 the debris MnOl'aI. load ~ts or invoices foy the hazardous lftes, limb., and stumps selected for 

valtdation; 

•	 the validation results; 
•	 name C>f the debris removal contractor that pe.rformed the worle (If appUeable); 
•	 na111e of the applicanrs debris monitor that provided oversi.ght for the work clai~ (if
 

appllcable); and
 
•	 rights of entries and indemnification agreements when the appUcant performed work on privab! 

property. 

FEMA win apply the percentage of the debri.~ removal work that it vltidat:eQ. to the applicant's total 
cla.i.tn for reimbu.t:SC?mef\t. However, FBMA wiU approve 100 percent funding Eor the applkable scope of 
work if h valid.t'es at least 80 pln:cent of the $ClIllpl~ of work iWns. BUgible funding for 8\.Vpes uf work 
validated at less than 60 percent will be based on the actual petlCel\lage ofvalidated work. 

FEMA should v.lida~ the removal of hazardous ~, Jimbs, and stumps within 45 days of project 
completion. 

~.l·(f( 
Date 

i_ 
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PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS CORPORATION
 
7600 GSRI Avenue. Baton Rouge, LA 70820 Phone: 225.769.2810 • Fax: 225.769.2882 

March 22, 2010 

Mr. Daryl G. Purpera, CPA 
Temporary legislative Auditor HANP PEUVEREP 
1600 North Third Street 
Post Office Box 94397 
Baton Rouge, LA 70804-9397 

RE:	 Draft Compliance Audit Report Response 
Hurricane Gustav - Hazardous limb and Tree Removal 
Livingston Parish, louisiana 

Dear Mr. Purpera: 

In response to the louisiana legislative Auditor (lLA) Draft Compliance Audit Report (copy 
attached under AppendiX A), we herewith present information which we strongly feel should be 
incorporated into the Final Audit Report prior to publication. We are available to discuss this information 
at your convenience. 

The Parish is currently appealing FEMA's findings which concluded leaner and Hanger eligibility is 
only 34 and 16 percent respectively. This low percentage eligibility was principally based on 
photographic documentation solely. Basing eligibility on photographic documentation alone does not 
agree with FEMA's own regulations which takes into account all information, including Daily Hazardous 
Tree Monitoring Reports (Tickets), resident inspector monitoring reports, and photos to determine 
eligibility. Basically, if there was not a photo clearly showing the /langers in the tree, then the work was 
determined ineligible. This method of judging eligibility is totally incorrect and grossly misleading. It 
appears in this Draft Legislative Auditor Report, this general assessment method (only photographic 
evidence) was principally followed. This method basically assumes that the trained individuals (monitors 
and supervisors) who met daily and the Contractor crews themselves went out and selected ineligible 
work 66% and 84% of the time. Additionally, it assumes GOHSEP and FEMA representatives who were 
present periodically during the operations did not bring out any concerns although a majority of allegedly 
ineligible work was taking place. It is also important to note that GOHSEP analyzed liVingston Parish's 
Appeal and agreed with the appeal. The GOHSEP document is attached under AppendiX B in its entirety, 
however an excerpt is proVided below: 

''All of the items listed above have been proVided. The policy does not specify that an 
applicant 0J.JI5l have photos. The applicant's attached documents meet all of the other 
reqUirements of the FEMA policy. FEMA has not during this storm or previous events held 
other applicants to the standard of a pidure for every cut claimed. It is simply 
discriminatory to hold this applicant to a standard higher than others. N 

The above clearly agrees with the Parish's Appeal. It is important to note that since the LLA
 
report was begun, all the documentation and invoices have been reviewed by PEC and approximately
 
89% of the work was determined to meet FEMA's eligibility criteria. ThiS is reasonable based on the fact
 
that some items will not be eligible due to the follOWing:
 

•	 Poor estimate of size of a hanger (ie. too small - when measured on the ground; it does not
 
meet 2-inch criteria.) Not surprising due to estimating during operations and the nature of the
 
operation itself.
 

J:\ltI683\legiSlatJ'It! au<lllGr response Itr.docx 
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Mr. Daryl G. Purpera, CPA 
March 22, 2010 
Page 2 

•	 Errors - Prestorm dead limbs and/or "nubs" or non-hangers cut. An extremely small percentage
 
of this occurred. In one instance a crew which cut ineligible limbs was removed from the project
 
as well as the monitor to that crew.
 

Again, trained monitors, trained monitor supervisors, and an experienced Contractor made 
concerted efforts to only perform eligible work. It is also very important to note that Parish, FEMA, and 
GOHSEP representatives were on the ground, observed workJ as well as attended weekly meetings. 

The comments below generally follow the report chronologically (Excerpts from the Draft Audit 
Report are in "blue" italics for ease of review.) 

Paragraph 1: 

'Background 

On	 September 8, 20 '8, Mr. Glimmer igned a contr, d with PEe for debriS Ii moval 
mom/oring. PEC was to coordinate all debd f, lated a (wit! tl 11 Livtilg ton Par, hJ 

State i'md Federal Agencies, aod the debri I moval contractor. In ddition, PEC wa> to 
assure that the FEMA emergency plan and "bri f, moval contf, t ~uiremt.;JJts Ii m t 
by monitoring the debris removal from public road; ri ht f I 'ay, and other puollc 
property, monitoring the debns mandgemel1t "Ites I1d plOI 'cling rOllllg debris momtors 
to ensure that the debris mal1agement plan and oNr. t Ii effcxtJ) 'ely and erficiently J 

implemented. PEC was 0 provide loading sIte moni' (5, ebris management de 
momtorsJ and debris management cOlrllltif19 sef"rice to perfonn the e ta_~s. The 
contract called for PEC personnel to br: Pilld at hoully rat Ivhi 11 vari d byjob fundlon. 
Til contrad dId not contain a co t limIt as required oy FEMA gUldancel

, ., 

It is correct in that the Monitoring Contract does not contain a cost limit - Due to an unknown 
total scope (ie. amount of debris to be removed), it was impossible to estimate a total cost for 
monitoring. Note that the Contract was reviewed by FEMA and GOHSEP and this "cost limit 
issue" was not brought up. The Contract, however can be amended to add a limit. 

Paragraph 2: 

''According to Nr. Brian Fairburn, former Living ton Pari h OEP Director, 11 prdentativ :s 
from th Parish fED- PEe, Federal Emergency Nan 9 m nt gency (FEMA), nd 
Governor's OffIce of Homeland Security and Emerg ncy Preparedn (GOHSEP) hf..'ld 
~~ kly debris meettiJgs to resolve any i"u an to is /ISS progr. s made on th de ris 
removal. Although m tings w re held by th Parish to mom/or the work petformed, the 
Pari,;h did not receive invoices on i1 tim Iy basis, and therefore could not I vi v the 
dOCllm ntation to ensure only /igibl< I'ork was perform~ by it contra tOf. A ,,,f fofilY 
2009, the Parish had received $2,151,966 of invoices of the PEe e.-timated '58,689 1-11 
ofdebris removal I ork performed. In Nay of2009, eight montlJ after lyork had stalted, 
Mr. Grimmer issued a cease !'York order to lED. " 

At the weekly Debris Meetings work-to-date (and therefore the associated costs) were discussed 
with representatives of the Parish, FEMA, GOHSEP and the Contractor (lED). (Emails referring to 
these information transmittals is attached under Appendix C.) The actual invoices for review were 
delivered to PEC on the follOWing dates; February 16, 17 and 18th and May 8th of 2009 (months 
after the work was completed in the field). Typical:y, a Contractor bills on a monthly basis and 
due to the large volume of associated work in this project, it is not uncommon to receive these 
invoices at later dates. There was no expectation that any significant amount of this work would 
be deemed ineligible, hence urgency to quickly bill (therefore raising the chance of billing errors) 
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Page 3 

was not justified. Remember, at the time the work was performed, FEMA and GOHSEP had 
representatives in the field to ensure that PEC (for the applicant) sufficiently monitored the debriS 
removal operation, and notified PEC of any grant compliance issues, which PEC immediately 
corrected. During the performance of the work, all responsibilities, duties, and tasks outlined for 
all parties: monitor, monitoring firm, Applicant (livingston Parish), State (GOHSEP), and FEMA 
were performed in accordance with FEMA Fact Sheet DAP9580.203. 

The last sentence in this paragraph is misleading in that it uses the estimated total of 
$58,689,141 and does not clarify that only $16,626,340 was associated with leaners and hangers 
and this amount is the focus of this audit report. 

Paragraph 3: 

"Hazardous Ltmb and Tree Ren oval 

Hazardous limb and tre removal, al: a Imou'n 5 "net:, and h ngels, are leaning tre 'S 

and hanglilg limbs which may pose a threat to pUDli are . nu:? FENA debris gUIde' 
outlines specific requirements for It:?an rs and hang >r to be conSId! red eligible for FEMA 
funding and the documentation that is requi (to demon trate eligibility. The 
documentation must include a description of the linmedi..~te threat, e.g. photo - f 
hanging limbs or leaning trees; clearly defin ~ scope of 11,0rk to remove the immediate 
threat; specification of tinpfOved profJ'2rcy by recordriJg n ClI 'Sf but/ding address or GPS 
location,' and denoting the date, labor, and equipm nt u ed to perform the work." 

The above paragraph infers documentation "must" include photos whereas PEC, the Parish as 
Appealed, and GOHSEP contend the photos are only one piece of information among many which 
are suggested. Updated FEMA regulations issued on August 2, 2009 clarify that "Applicants may 
also submit photographs to document the number of hazardous limbs cut", as stated on Page 3 
of 5 of Fact Sheet DAP9580.204 attached in AppendiX D. In fact, work without any photos has 
been approved by FEMA in other instances as noted in the GOHSEP appeal review under 
Appendix B. The summary of GOHSEP's appeal again is as follows: 

''After careful review, the State concludes that FEMA ~ method of verifying eligible trees 
and limbs by only looking at a photograph is fatally flawed as well as discriminatory 
towards this applicant. The State also concludes that the "Project" was approved as a 
project when the first Project Worksheet was written. Therefore the State urges that 
after analYZing all of the enclosed documentation a new version be written accurately 
reffecting all eligible work and obligated at the 95% reimbursement level of the PA Pilot 
Program. " 

Paragraphs 4, 5 and 6: 

''At tIle beginmilg of tlJe debris removal process, ~ damage a 'Ssm fit was conduded 
and routes were assigned to work crews. Each lVork crew can i ted of an lED debriS 
removal crew and a monitor {rom PEe. The crew' went to their assigned routes and 
located trees which met FENA 5" criteria. As cuts ~ eie made, the monitors took picture. , 
completed reports of work perfomled, and issued load trckets. me load tickets included 
lh date, trine, address or GPS location of the tree, the size of the eligrble cut made, and 
the corresponding pidures. PEe's contract stated that their primary function was to 
issue debris load tickets for eligrble debris cleared and to prOVIde documentatiofl as 
required by FEMA. lEO received a copy of the load tJcke at the sIte and u_eeI the PEe 
load tickets to prepetre their invoices to the Parish. 

J:\l0683\.1ellI51ative auditOl resp005e Itr.dOD< 
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During the course of our fieldwork, ffMA 
the lean r and hanger debr; n mo~ , {. 

The LLA's office took one small sample where it concluded there was a problem and produced 
the table above. The report then basically draws conclusions based on a flawed analysis of this 
data. This sampling represents 0.28 percent of the total work performed. Although there is a 
small footnote, "This is a judgmental sample which may not be representative of the entire 
population of leaner and hanger charges", publishing the table which has the lead in "Our 
analysis is summarized in the chart below", basically tells readers this conclusion can be applied 
to the entire project, again based on a 0.28% sample. We asked for and were provided the LLA 
analysis which the above table was based on. A copy of the exact data provided is attached as 
well as a comparison spreadsheet (See Appendix E). We compared our invoice validation results 
with the LLA analysis for these tickets. A copy of the validated tickets and associated photos are 
induded in Appendix F. The attached spreadsheet compares in detail the LLA conclusions and 
PEe's validation. The LLA information was presented verbatim in red and their self created 
eligibility criteria (in the form of letters) is also Included. 

Our review of the LLA analysis Is as follows: 

1.) LLA chose 12 work tickets with a value of $45,900 out of a total of 3,800 tickets valued 
at $16,613,845. 

2.) Of the 12 tickets chosen, 6 tickets had no photos, all of which LLA found inelig"ble. 
3.) Of the 6 tickets reviewed by LLA with photos, only partial information was used from 5 of 

the tickets, and only 16% of the information was used from these tickets. 
4.) There are photo numbers listed on the LLA report that do not exist on any of the work 

tickets. 

Summarized, our review of the table found the following: The LLA concluded approximately 90% 
was ineligible due to lack of photographic documentation, this conclusion is similar to the FEMA 
stance under appeal which again PEC, the Parish, and GOHSEP dispute and is currently under 
appeal. 

Based on our validation, approximately 90% of the lLA representative sample should have been 
eligible. 21 
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Paragraph 7: 

It is very important to stress that the PEe monitors, PEe monitoring supervisors, lED, FEMA, 
GOHSEP and the Parish all strived to insure eligibility of the work, both daily and during the 
program as a whole. The overwhelming majority of the work done was eligible and any ineligible 
work done was only a result of the inexact nature of the work and a very limited number of 
errors. The project consisted of work on approximately 10,000 trees, hence it Is unreasonable to 
expect that all work would be eligible. What is neither fair nor reasonable and certainly not 
within FEMA's own gUidelines is to assume that unless exact precise photographic evidence is 
available, all parties principally performed ineligible work (which was overseen by FEMA and 
GOHSEP) and the only method to prove it was eligible Is to have a detailed photograph of every 
hanger hanging in the tree. Additionally, when photographs for the work performed are 
unavailable or inconclusive, validation is to be accomplished from the Hazardous Tree Monitor 
Reports specifying address of the improved property location, GPS coordinates and if necessary 
field verification visually validating the number of cuts to the tree, The monitors documented 
everything - no effort was made to not document any work whether eligible or ineligible, but the 
vast majority and everyone's intent was to do eligible work only. Basically the monitors and 
crews worked diligently to perform only eligible work and provided documentation for all work in 
accordance with FEMA DAP9580,203. The monitors did not specifically record eligibility (eligible 
vs, ineligible) since to the best of their ability they were recording eligible work. (Several 
aHiddvils to this fact are attached in Appendix H.) Based upon our finell review of all leaners and 
hangers, 89% of the work was determined to meet FEMA's criteria for eligibility. 

Paragraphs 8 and 9: 

''PiiJallYJ Mr. AriAol tated that whel1 the monitor" docum I1tati II was processed in PEe
 
offiCI:! iJnd compared to JED's li1Voices, (he qu (ion ble If ms '() lIdlllg e,rspb,ltty ~ ult1
 
be discu jed I'.lfh FEMA and only eligrble co!>ts I"'uuld bt! ubmiit to th Pad h for
 
piJym~ot In a letter dated November 2, 200~ PEr:. has levi wed 9 l D iovoil: nd
 
r, ommended t!Jilt !he P""i--h pay $2,631,17~ 87,·, 01 til f'/vOI tot I, for 1e..1f r '1d
 
/lang r operations althotlgll FEMA's pelcentag of liglb/; ch rg Iva _ubstal1ti Ily
 
lower. "
 

''Mr, Wendell Anthony, 'Jrboris for lED, fated that th ) momto and t Je ere" 5 "ould
 
(f, ~jd. 00" hi h trees netxJed to be cue but ft I~L1 fhl! rt. '; nSlblllty of fhl:: mOnitor (PEC)
 
to only document the IrSJlble cf, bri5. lED's contI ct WIth the pilri IT t,1(OO "Debris to l
 
remov, d by the Contractor Will be dc::signated by c711 O~'I1C"'S oft; fal or fI1 pector 01 other
 
p IsoMel approved by the OWl1er~ According to PECs contmct, Nr. Grimme~ and Nr,
 
Fairburn. PEC was the pari h's representative regaraing di bas removal. Mr. Smt1l1 Day.
 
Inf, mal Count;el for fED t;tated that fED rec. iv-xi a apy of thl! load tickt:t from PEC a

part of the debris removal proc So and relied u{X)o thol;. /; ad ti It t (or invoiClilg the
 
pall !I. II 

J:\I068)\lClliS'.a~\/paudiW response Ilr.doo< 
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In the field, the majority of the work performed was eligible, and as a result of in-house 
audit/validation, approximately 11 percent was discounted as ineligible. To date, PEe has 
reviewed all leaner and hanger invoices and has validated that apprOXimately 89% of the work 
($14,716,645 of the $16,613,845) is eligible. Mr. Wendell Anthony was a subcontractor to lED, 
whose pay is dependent on lED's payment for the'r work. Nearly every morning before work 
began, representatives from lED (including Mr. Anthony) met with PEC representatives to discuss 
what work was to be performed, where it would be performed, and how it would be performed. 
Discussions that only work that met FEMA's eligibility criteria was to be done were held as 
eVidenced by the attached meeting notes from Mike Pritchard, PEC Monitor Supervisor (various 
dates from 9-23-08 to 11-4-08 under Appendix I). In regards to PEe providing lED with copies 
of load tickets, it is customary for the debris contractor to get copies of all load tickets, whether 
or not the work is eligible for payment. Il allows tl"e contractor to addre5s any di5crepancies in 
the office with office personnel while the work in the field proceeded uninterrupted and without 
conflict. 

Paragraph 10: 

Invoices were not received until February and May of 2009, however, running totals were 
provided during the course of the work. It was everyone's belief (and still is) that for the most 
part only eligible work was being performed, including the FEMA and GOHSEP representatives. 

Paragraph 11: 

All cut debris must be removed from the right of way for safety reasons regardless of eligibility. 
Again, the issuance of load tickets for all debris allows the contractor and monitoring firm a 
management tool to resolve conflicts in the office and not to Interfere with the work performed in 
the field. Hangers declared ineligible are often eligible debris but are ineligible as hangers, 
making the actual volume of potentially ineligible debris being handled negligible. 

l:\I068J\legislalive aucfllor response Ilt,docx 
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In summary, we strongly feel this report incorrectly concludes the following: 

•	 The amount of ineligible debris is 93%. This is based on LLA interpretation that 
photographic documentation is the "be all and end all" for eligibility determination; this 
stance completely discounts the efforts and written documentation provided by trained 
monitors and monitoring supervisors, conflicts with FEMA's own guidance documents, 
and GOHSEP's analysis of the Parish's Appeal. Further, the suggestion that 93% of the 
work suggests that FEMA (and its contractor(s» and GOHSEP (and its contractor(s» also 
were negligent in the performance of their work. Also, it asserts that for the majority of 
the hangers claimed, the monitor completed the load ticket fraudulently, and then took a 
picture of the tree to document his fraudulent maneuver. The invoice validation 
performed by PEC (based on location of the tree, the number of cuts logged by the 
monitor, and certification by the rnonitor that the limb was hanging in the right-of-way 
and greater than 2 inches by completing and signing the load ticket) resulted in an 89% 
eligibility rate. This effort involved thousands of manhours of additional work. A 
thorough effort was taken in PEC's part to analyze the data in its entirety rather than 
apply a small "representative" sample. This is exemplified by the attached load tickets in 
Appendix F and the corrected lED invoices correlating to the tickets used in the LLA 
analysis in AppendiX G. 

•	 A 0.28% sampling is representative of the project as a whole. Although language 
discounting that this "may not be a representative sample" by virtue of the analysis 
summary table being included, infers these numbers should be applied across the entire 
project. Twelve tickets (and only partial portions of five of these) out of a total of 3,800 
tickets were used and conclusions drawn. 

•	 Invoices were not received by PEC until February and May of 2009 (months after the 
work took place). Typically, a Contractor bills on a monthly basis and due to the large 
volume of associated work, it is not uncommon to receive these invoices at later dates. 
There was no expectation that a significant amount of this work would be deemed 
ineligible, hence urgency to qUickly bill (therefore raising the chance of billing errors) was 
not justified. Weekly meetings took place during the work where progress was discussed. 
No one including the Parish, FEMA and GOHSEP representatives felt there were any 
issues with eligibility of the Leaners and Hangers work at that time. As noted above, 
eligibility issues identified in the field were addressed immediately in the field. We still 
feel strongly that the majority of this work is eligible and will ultimately be determined 
so. 

•	 PEC is unaware that the draft audit report prOVided to PEC was the complete audit report 
prepared by the LLA, In our meeting with the LLA, the LLA stated that PEC would be 
provided only the portion of the LLA report that pertained to PEe. However, in the 
supposed portion of the report proVided to PEC by the LLA, "PEC was to coordinate all 
debriS related activities between Livingston Parish, State and Federal Agencies, and the 
debris removal contractor. In addition, PEC was to assure that the FEMA emergency 
plan and debris removal contract reqUirements are met...", With the inherent 
responsibilities contracted to PEC for the project, PEC should be privy to all aspects of 
the LLA's report. 
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We request the report be amended to include the information presented herein, and we are 
available to discuss any of the items at your convenience. 

Very truly yours, 

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING 
CONSULTANTS CORPORATION 

f!:Jtp~ 
President 

cc:	 Mr. Mike Grimmer, Livingston Parish President (w/encl.) 
Mr. Don Wheat, Livingston Parish Council President (w/encl.) 
A. Shelby Easterly, III, Appeals Attorney, livingston Parish (w/end.)
 
Mr. Jeff Bonura, BBEC (w/encl.)
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PEe's response was not included in its entirety due to its size. A copy ofPEC's entire 
response is on file for inspection at our office. 
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March 26, 2010 

Via U.S. Mail 

Mr. Daryl G. Purpera, CPA 
Temporary Legislative Auditor 
Office of Legislative Auditor 
Post Office Box 94397 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804-9397 

Re:	 Draft Audit Report for Livingston Parish Debris Removal 

Dear Mr. Purpera: 

On behalf of International Equipment Distributors, Inc. ("JED"), I would like to respond 
to the portion of the draft report that you shared with us concerning Livingston Parish debris 
removal. We appreciate the courtesy and consideration that your team has shown, and we thank 
you for the opportunity to review and respond to this part of your report. 

We believe that the Legislative Auditor's team has worked hard to understand and 
present the facts, and they have done a good job sorting through some of the information and 
misinformation with which they have been presented. However we believe that their report 
would more accurately reflect the events that have occurred if it were corrected in certain 
respects. Our concerns relate to that section entitled Hazardous Limb and Tree Removal. 

Timeliness of ["voices 

The report contains the statement that "Because the Parish did not receive invoices on a 
timely basis, if could no/ review the documentation /0 insure only eligible work was pel/ormed 
by ifS con/ractors." This statement relates to work involving the removal of hazardous hanging 
limbs, or "hangers," and hazardous trees, called "leaners." The statement is not accurate, for a 
number of reasons: 

(I)	 The JED contract with Livingston Parish did no~ contain time requirements for the 
submission of invoices; consequently one can reach no conclusions about what 
would have been "timely." 

(2)	 The report implies that lED had complete control over the timing of invoice 
submission, which is misleading. The timing of invoice submission by lED 

(00652370 I] JONE., WALKER. WAECHTER, POITEVENT, ARRt.RE & DENtCR£. L.L.P. 
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largely depended upon the work of the monitoring firm, Professional Engineering 
Consultants, Corporation ("PEe'). 

(3)	 Most importantly, earlier submission of invoices would have done nothing to help 
the Parish "insure only eligible work was performed by its contractors." The 
invoices contained no information that would have helped the Parish in that 
regard, and in fact contained no information that the Parish, through its monitors, 
did not already have. The information on the invoices actually originated with the 
monitors, who acted as the Parish's representatives in determining eligibility. All 
the invoices did was to communicate back to the Parish - through the monitors 
what the monitors first communicated on behalf of the Parish to lED. 

The first of these three points requires Iittle elaboration. Your office has the contract 
between the Parish and lED. You can see that it had no deadlines or other time requirements for 
invoice submission. 

To understand the second and third points one must understand the procedures used on 
this project. These procedures are typical of those used in the industry. 

The PEC monitors supervised the work of lED and its subcontractors. The PEC monitors 
recorded the work they deemed eligible on tree tickets, formally titled "Daily Hazardous Tree 
Monitor Report." For illustration, I am transmitting with this letter a set of tree tickets that PEC 
used to record the eligible work performed by the crew on one truck on one day, September 28, 
2008. They are labeled "Exhibit 1." 

As implied by the name, these "Daily Hazardous Tree Monitor Reports" were generated 
by PEC on a daily basis, based on eyewitness observations in the field. These reports did not just 
record what was done in a day, they recorded what the crew did on a minute by minute basis. 

The reports recorded detailed information on every eligible limb and every eligible tree 
that lED cut, providing precise GPS locations and exact dimensions on every piece of wood 
involved. The monitor on the report correlated the limbs and trees cut to the photographs the 
monitors at the same time took of the work performed. When the crew moved to a different tree, 
the report recorded the precise time of day this occurred. By the time the monitor generated his 
or her report at the end of the day, the Parish had all of the information related to eligibility that 
it would ever have. 

lED received copies of these tree tickets from the PEC monitors. PEC retained its own 
set of tickets and compiled the information they contained into its own database. 

lED accounting personnel extracted from fED's copies of the tree tickets the information 
they contained, and compiled that data into spreadsheets. lED then transmitted these 
spreadsheets back to PEe for PEC's review. lED requested that PEC agree with or correct its 
data based on PEC's own records. lED did not generate invoices until PEC reconciled JED's 
records of the eligible work performed with PEC's records. In this way, lED tried to insure that 
the invoices that it ultimately issued would be approved by PEC rather than contested. 

Under the procedures established to insure accurate invoicing, lED could not issue 
invoices until PEC concluded its reconciliation of lED's records with its own. lED withheld its 
invoices for significant periods while PEC performed this reconciliation. lED had no control 
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over how long PEC took to perform its reconciliation. However, the Parish always had the data 
that the invoices would have reflected, because the invoices simply communicated back to the 
Parish the information that its monitors had already compiled. The data on the invoices started 
with and ended with PEC. 

lED is not in a position to know what PEC communicated to individual Parish officials 
concerning leaners and hangers at any point in the process. However, any Parish official should 
have been able to call PEC on daily basis, had anyone been interested, and obtain a report on the 
status of the work. In fact, the firm that monitored the drainage debris removal in the Gravity 
Drainage Districts, Alvin Fairburn and Associates, maintained a secure website that Parish 
officials could access with a running total of the debris removal quantities in those districts. PEC 
could have provided a similar service to provide almost real time information on leaners and 
hangers. 

An lED invoice contained no information related to eligibility that the Parish did not have 
from the very day the work was done. In fact. they contained significantly less information in 
that regard than did the "Daily Hazardous Tree Monitor Reports." lED's invoices simply told the 
Parish that lED had removed certain numbers of leaners and hangers of particular sizes during a 
particular period, and applied the contract prices to those quantities. To state or even to imply 
that the Parish needed these invoices to "insure only eligible work was performed" is simply 
wrong. 

Confusion of CCLoad Tickets" with uTree Tickets" 

The draft report seemed to confuse "load tickets" with "tree tickets," i.e., the "Daily 
Hazardous Tree Monitor Reports." For example, in discussing the documentation PEC generated 
to record eligible hangers that lED cut, the report says the following: "As cuts were made, the 
monitors took pictures, completed reports of work performed, and issued load tickets. The load 
tickets included the date, time, address or GPS location of the tree, the size of the eligible cut 
made, and the corresponding pictures." 

This language describes the creation of the "Daily Hazardous Tree Monitor Reports," not 
"load tickets." The term "load tickets" generally refers to the separate documents created by the 
monitors to record the eligible debris that trucks hauled away from public property to the 
temporary debris staging and reduction sites. 

Incorrect Standard ofDocumentation of Eligibility 

The repOlt appears to contain a serious error regarding documentation of eligibility. The 
Legislative Auditor's team supposedly examined a small sample of the documentation that PEC 
maintained in support of the leaner and hanger work. According to the report, only 7% of the 
documentation was "in compliance 'with FEU4 guidance." The report itself docs not describe in 
detail what documentation the team examined, nor what the team thought the documentation 
lacked. Based on our interview with the audit team and our knowledge of the PEC 
documentation on the project in general, we believe the report reflects a misunderstanding and 
misapplication of FEMA guidance. It also conflicts with the official position taken by the State 
of Louisiana on this very issue. 
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As the tree tickets we have supplied with this letter show, and as the report states, the 
"Daily Hazardous Tree Monitor Reports" (erroneously referred to as "load tickets") "included 
the date, time, address or GPS location of the tree, the size of the eligible cut made, and the 
corresponding pictures." In most cases, but not always, PEe also provided photographs to show 
the limbs or trees removed. The "Daily Hazardous Tree Monitor Reports," by themselves, 
adequately documented eligibility under the FEMA criteria. Indeed, the "Daily Hazardous Tree 
Monitor Reports" used on this project exceeded the level of documentation customary on 
FEMA-funded debris projects. 

FEMA's Public Assistance Debris Management Guide, FEMA P-325, says that for its 
removal to be eligible for reimbursement, a limb must be: 

•	 Located on public property; 

•	 Greater than two inches in diameter at the point of breakage; and 

•	 Still hanging in a tree and threatening a public-use area, e.g. trails, sidewalks, golf 
cart paths. 1 

That publication goes on to describe the "[d]ocwnentation required for Public Assistance grant 
consideration" as: 

•	 Describe the immediate threat, e.g. photos of hanging limbs or leaning trees; 

•	 Clearly define the scope of work to remove the immediate threat; 

•	 Specify the improved public property location by recording the nearest
 
building address and/or GPS location; and
 

•	 Denote date, labor (force account or contract), and equipment used to perform
 
the work.2
 

When we discussed the criteria the Legislative Auditor's team applied in evaluating 
hanger documentation, we were told that the team looked for photographs. When we pointed out 
that FEMA P-325 does not require photographs, the response was that, in lieu of a photograph, 
"some sort of narrative" was needed. With all due respect, FEMA P-325 contains no such 
requirement, and it would be totally impractical and inordinately expensive for monitors to write 
or dictate narrative reports on every piece of wood cut on a massive debris removal project like 
the one under consideration. A devastated parish such as Livingston could not complete such a 
project if that were required, and recovery would not occur. 

Even without photographs, the "Daily Hazardous Tree Monitor Reports" supplied all of 
the information required by FEMA P-325. The reports documented each of the eligibility 
criteria: (1) "located on public property" - covered by GPS location; (2) "greater than two inches 
in diameter at point of breakage" - the reports gave the size of every single broken limb; (3) 
"still hanging in a tree and threatening a public-use area" - PEC recorded them as "hazardous 
hanging limbs," and they documented their location on public rights of way via the GPS 
coordinates given for each. A broken limb hanging in a tree over a publicly accessed area quite 
obviously is an "immediate threat." 

I FEMA P.325, p. 24. 

2 Jd., p. 25. 
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The fact is, this documentation equals or exceeds that provided by most applicants that 
successfully obtain reimbursement from FEMA. For example, the City of Denham Springs, 
Louisiana had hangers removed after Hurricane Gustav too, and FEMA reimbursed all of that 
cost. The vast majority of this work had no photographic documentation. Instead, the 
documentation consisted of tree tickets generated by the monitors. I have enclosed with this 
letter an example, labeled "Exhibit 2." As you can see, these tickets provided Jess infonnation 
than did the "Daily Hazardous Tree Monitor Reports" that Livingston Parish used. 

The Town of Livingston, Louisiana also had hangers removed after Hurricane Gustav, 
and FEMA also reimbursed all of that cost. Livingston did not document individual hanger cuts 
with photographs. As is customary in this industry, the documentation again consisted of tree 
tickets generated by the monitors. I have enclosed with this letter an example from the Town of 
Livingston, labeled "Exhibit 3." Once again, these tickets provided less information than the 
"Daily Hazardous Tree Monitor Reports" that Livingston Parish used. 

After Hurricane Katrina, the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development 
had its contractor remove leaners and hangers from the affected highway rights of way. DOTD 
supplied no photographic documentation. ]n fact, DOTD's documentation solely consisted of 
tree tickets, illustrated by the attached "Exhibit 4." 

As you can see by examining Exhibit 4, DOTD's documentation fell far short of that 
supplied by Livingston Parish. DOTD's monitors did not record GPS locations - they simply 
recorded the name of the highway and the name of the parish whcre the work was done. 
DOTD's monitors did not record limb sizes - they simply tallied the number of "cuts." Yet 
FEMA paid based on this documentation. 

We would also point out that the report as written would conflict with the position taken 
by the Governor's Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness ("GOHSEP"). As 
the report observed, FEMA has preliminarily decided to withhold funding for some of the hanger 
work. However, the report omits the fact that FEMA initially offered reimbursement to the 
Parish for this work, but reconsidered only after the Parish President declined the money. The 
Parish has now asked that FEMA review the situation at a higher level, and GOHSEP has 
supported that request. 

The official position of the State of Louisiana on these issues is contained in the enclosed 
"GOHSEP Appeal Analysis," labeled "Exhibit 5." According to the Governor's Office, "all of 
the items" required by FEMA's official policy "have been provided" in the Livingston Parish 
documentation. The Governor's Office goes on to say the following, which would apply as well 
to the position taken in the draft report: 

The applicant's attached documents meet all of the other requirements of 
FEMA policy. FEMA has not during this storn1 or previous events held other 
applicants to the standard of a picture for every cut claimed. It is simply 
discriminatory to hold this applicant to a standard higher than others. 

It would be both unfair and potentially very damaging to Livingston Parish for the 
Legislative Auditor to release this report in its current form. The draft report unfairly criticizes 
the Parish and its monitors for failing to meet a standard that is neither required by the FEMA 
guidance documents nor applied by FEMA in the real world. Moreover, FEMA needs little 
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excuse to deny funding to applicants, and FEMA reads the newspapers. Livingston Parish has 
not yet received full reimbursement for its hanger work. A report iSSlll::d by Louisiana's own 
Legislative Auditor advocating an artificially and inappropriately high standard for Livingston 
Parish could do serious damage to tht: Parish's efforts to obtain the reimbursement it badly needs 
and deserves. 

COllclusio" 

We believe that the Legislative Auditor's team has put forth a conscientious effort to 
compile, comprehend and analyze a great deal of data from various sources. They have worked 
hard, and we think you and they have tried to do the right thing for Louisiana and Livingston 
Parish. Without having seen the majority of the draft report, we suspect that it represents a 
noteworthy anu commendable effort. However, we do believe that it errs in the ways that we 
have outlined above. 

We do not believe that the report in its current form would be accurate, and we do not 
believe that it would be a responsible act to release it in its current form. We respectfully 
suggest that the report should be revised as outlined above. 

Iy, //1// 
ell/1M ;-IY«~ 2 

OAS/sp 
Enclosures 

cc:	 Mr. Kevin Kelley via U.S. Mail and E-mail (kkelley@lIa.state.la.us) 
Ms. Jodie Carter via U.S. Mail and E-mail (icarter@JJa.state.la.t1s) 
Ms. Jenifer Schaye via U.S. Mail and E-mail (schaye@lIa.la.gov) 
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April 9,2010 

Via U.S. Mail 

Mr. Daryl G. Purpera, CPA 
Temporary Legislative Auditor 
Office of Legi li.tive Auditol 
Post Office Box 94397 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804-9397 

Re: Draft Audit Report for Livingston Parish Debris Remo aJ 

Dear Mr. Purpcra: 

On behalf of International Equipment Distributors, Inc. "lED"') I would like to respond 
to the addendum that you provided on March 29, 2010 to your draft rcpor1 on Livingston Parish 
debris removaJ. Thank you again for the opportunity to review and respond to this part of your 
report. 

1b~ information in the pal1 of your draft report that we received provides no basis for the 
suggestion that there might have been ethics violations by anyone involved in the project. JED's 
subcontractors on the Livingston Parish debris removal project were independent contractors 
responsible for their own hiring decisions. Neither the Livingston Parish Council nor lED had 
any role in supervising the hiring decisions made b) those contractors. YOll, or at least your staff, 
"hould be aware of this. 

The responsibility of your office should include due regard for the lives and reputations 
of the persons affected by your actions. That responsibiiity wouid counsei that you not m"kl;; 
public statements that imply wrongdoing where you lack both evidence and legal authority to 
conclude that there has been any wrongdoing. The statement that transactions described in the 
addendum "may constitute a violation of the Louisiana Code of Governmental Ethics" is not 
supported by the information you provide and should be deleted. 

DAB/sp 

JONES, WALKER, WAECHTER, POITEVENT, CARR~RE & DEN£GRE L.L.P. 

85' U~I ~ i' P lA BoUl£VARO' BilTON RouCJ" loUiSIANA 70809·7000·225· 248·2000. FAX 22;-2 8.2010 www.ione.walke(.co~3 
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cc:	 Mr. Kevin Kelley via U.S. Mail and E-mail (kkelley@lla.state.la.us) 
Ms. Jodie Carter via U.S. Mail and E-mail (jcarter@lla.statc.la.us) 
Ms. .Teniter Schaye via U.S. Mail and E-mail (schaye@lIa.la.gov) 
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17.~ lM~ -~~.,,:. 

~~ ,.." ..... :,. ...~ 't~. S" Iff~ -~ ~"7 
~I/'~ 

. 
I'I.~" ~ -:l4i., 

I'):~ iI~ 
. :1" l1mr-

lI:l.·l:.a~ r.. .. l.-.... L AJ 1" 2d-30J. . ,, ' . 
.. 

" 

" .. -, , •. 
If , . 

Totals / I 1 'I .. 

P. O. Box 1-' Foley. At 36&36 ,.} ~

~Ient Lvt~$~~,. _11#,',""~nfJ . URG .....~_._"__, _ 
TrUckeo.'Neme~": sc..lnap" '..:-l--..--_'~....:....' _ 

TruckDrlverNeme-5..tt.>v-<.n Cw.y } CllentRepU 'f'J;1""',~_. ;:; 

1 

1 
12 

13 

14 

15 
16 

17 

18 

19 
20 

21 
.22 

23 

24 
1&~ 

~: 
~,' 
~~, 

Number 0. "192 '., 



... ". ALVIN FAIRBURN & 
..ASSOCIATES, LLC.A Hurricane Relief 

LOAD TICKET 

No. 

... 

" I . \>. .. (.;) 

a II.ngers: 
6"·12" 

..... 12·;.24.. 

24"·36" 

37"·48" 

over 48" 

10 It: 

. 
'1/_

/..,1/ ..... 

Ag~ncy LoadingJ~~to~11 
Si nature: /1 f I <;;...Yc.~ 

. )7~·48 .. 

. , Over 48" ." over 48" 

Da:iye~'s.Name:~prinl);;lcV!f.u;,. 
l;-~.~inl Site Departure Time: ,: f.' is 

Notes: 
J'._ '1'Y I,

i;;) .- d' 
I , , .:...... i 

/. . 
cC2A4tJ/1 
1..r!.~~v1 

/~ 
" 

.//01
Ii/.' 1;'

I •. 

Canary &. Blue· AFA 

... 

"'~1lIl 

AFA225· 5·\515 
Pink· Sub, Green· Driver Gold· Loading Sire 

.• PLEASE PRESS HARD . 
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•.n: .'-:- . :!,', 'A. I A,LVIN. FAIR.BURN & 
: _ ASSOCIATES, LLC. ..... t\. s.. 

. ""'- j~.hlfiic;ane Relief 
'"".~ LOAD TICKET 

:t~;t(f1 
/. No. 

Conttacting Agency:..., . nate: '!".. I.)_ 0 'fAFA 
Subcontractor: ....

o' 

Tru.ck No.: (" vg';..O0 I 
"Loa-(I Site: (Street orIntersection. City, County) l 

.~ .i::l ~~ ...: ,:t'.\/et ~tl 

Max Load Capacity: 61.1 ( !<(t 

. Loa~:aJ~ifit~tion/(check one)~ _.' '-, 

~.,\ . Stumps,: ~ Leant:.rs: " ~' ;k(Hangers:
 
"." 6"·12" . 6".12" t;... 6"·12"
 

'-:t. '" -.- ~ 
'<".~ 12"·" 12"·24""1lP""""' 12"~24" -:z::: 
. },;:# 24" 6" __ 2~".36" - 24~·.36" 

~ '.! 37 48" 37".48" 37"-48",__ 

Over 4ti" O~r 48" 

lOti: 

-
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ALVIN FAIRBURN & 
_ ASSOCIA'TES, LLC.J! ·

, .' "{Hurricane Relief 
LOAD TICKET tnt02 

No. 
Contiacting Agency: Date: ?_ 
~ AFA 

Subcontractor: 
.i¥ MiLA 

Tru~Jt No.: C; 0 <; - 00 I (I Max Load Capacity: HII ( let" 
Loalt Site: (Street or Intersection, City, County) T (U (. ,I::... 

-:./1 7L ·illef 'J,. 
Load Classification:' (check one) . 

• J 
.~ . 0 Slumps: '}if L....ners: til Hangers; .., 

6".12"; , 6",12" 1.. ,- 6"·12" --L. 
12".24" 12"·24" 12"·24" 
24"A6" -- 2·40.36" 24"·36" 
37.1'-48" --. 37".48" 37"-48" 

I -

' . 
I ';;i'"

I( :.~ 'Z 

I. o,}er 48" over 48" ovcr48" 

D ,er's ~ame: (print) • j '/ 
"•. ' / '/' J 

LO'd'l'e Site Departure Time:
 

Agency Loading Site Monitor:
 
: A ()" . 

Si alure: f.~' JJ)r'\ , W(/t/...qjf lOti: 

v \.Notes~ ...... 

, ,.. 

==::"'--"':"A;:-FA":"""':':22:-:S~..66=S..""I-::"SI~S:----~I!- ......_, 

White .. Agency Canary &. Blue .. AFA Pink - Sub Green· Drive Gold .. Loading Sitt! 
. PLEASE PRESS HARD 

'j 
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Conttacting Agency: 
"!- ftFA 

Subcontractor: 
~ 

True&. No.: G0 f?. DOl Max Load Capacity: 
Load Site: (Street or ltztersection. City, County) 

: j J t/'! ~ive( ., tAo 
/i..j ( K 

Load-Classification: (check one) _ 
-:: 0 StUt11pS; ~LeaUlC::rs: , 

6",12" 6"·12" 

'. 12"·24" 12"·24" I 
~ 24"·36" 24"·)6" 

~ 37"-48" 37",48" 

.. o,,<:r 48"__ O"<:r 48" 

7tH ..",,<:rs; I 
6"·12" 

12".24"~ 
24"·)6" -l.-
37"·48" 

ovor "IS" 

ALVIN FAIRBURN & 
_ASSOCIATES, LLC. ... . 'vf'lurricane Relief .D.t;;·At .

LOAD TICKET 10t03
No. 

Drlv~rls I'!ame: (print) w, tl, a m 
Lo~di~g Site Departure Time:
 

Agency Loadin~Site Monitor:
 
- (1 .

0 

Si nature: .' ()~ (,(,r, '"", . J/ lOti: 

. - " \JNotes:'.... 

- .... AFA22S~66S"1515 

White· Agency' Canary &: Blue - AFA Pink .. Sub Oreen .. Dr/ver' Oold " Loading Site 
PLEA~fi.!,R£SSHARD 
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A .
ALVIN FAIRBURN &
 
. ..ASSOCIATES, LLC. 

"'ItHurricane Relief 
\ 

LOAD TICKET 
!'Iio. 

Bu -f 

Date:. 

cr· 
Subcontractor: 

"'" ~ ..; 

Contracting Agency: 
....'l. 

Truck No.: G0 I L./ Max Load Capacity: 
Load Site: (Street or Intersection, City, County) 

"l....~ tf I.; tlf:(,' eMl .' 
Lo;d Classification: (check one) 

'.~ ~ Stumps: i;D Leaners: 
. t 6"-12" 'I 6"-12" 

',12".24" 12"'24"-l-. 

'" 24"-36" __L.... 24"·36" -l-
'. )7"-48" 37"-48" 

over 48" over 48" 

Driv.er's Name: (print)"

LoaeJ.i!,g Site Departure Time: 

Ag~ncy Loading Site Monitor:", . 

Si nature: ~,~~ (. ~~ 

i'!'HlInllen: 
I' 6"-12" 

'12"-24',7= 
24~'-36" 

37".48" 

over 48" 

10#: 

Notes: V ...... 

ieobl. 

AFA 225·665-l515 
White· Agellcy Canary & Blue· AFA Pink· Sub Green· Driver G()ld" ~ading Site 

PLEASE PRESS HARD 
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" 

ALVIN FAIRBURN & 
ASSOCIATES, LLC. 
Hurricane Relief 

LOAD TICKET 

Truck No.: 
Load Site: (Street or Intersection, 

II ') \ t\]V. ~t' \ c: I,·'f'.> tA-

No. 
Date: 

q 

Max Load Capacity: 
ity. County) 

),,-1'/ 

Loadinl: Site Departure Time: 

Driver's Name: (print)]'fit .~
L.' ," JA :;> {,t":';;." /1 

Agency Loadi'1~~.te Mo.0i·tor: 
Si nature: I IL(tK.. i I 

~ngcls: J 

I 6 ..~12.. ;. 
--r

12",24" 

24",36" 

37",48" 

Over 48" 

10 *: , , 

I' 

Load Classification: (check one) 
o Stumps: a Leaners: 

6",12" 6",12" 

12",24" 12",24" 

24",36" 24"·36" 

37"'-48" 37"·48" 

over 48" Ol(er 48" 

Notes: 

\ 

\ 
AFA 225-665-1515 

White - Agency Canary & Blue· AFA Pink, Suo Green· Driver Gold - Loading Site 
PLEASE PRESS HARD 

EXhibii'3 



A ALVIN FAlksURN &
 
..ASSOCIATES, LLC.
 

/ " I J'Hurricane Relief .... v
LOAD TICKET ----

No. 
Date:Contracting Agency: 

I ~ -t'" ; ';'1- .i,./ V n 
Subcontractor: ,~, 

~,,- ,;'). . . 
. ,;. Il'l. : ~ ....~ 

Truck No.: rMax Load Capacity: 
LO!d ~ite: (Street or Intersectioll. City. County) 

',.. ,,,~ J,..!V 
Load Classification: (check one) " 

o Slumps: OLe"ner~ 
6"012" __ 76..012....aQ y ':.~,~~~~s:~~ 
12"·24" __ 12".24" __ 12".24" __ 
24"-36" __ 24"-36" __ 24"-36" __ 

37"-48" __ 37"-48" '.. _ )7"-48" __ 

over 48" over 48" over 48" 

Loading Site "parture Time: <:.' I _ c.. f, Odometer: 
Agency Loading Site Monitor: ' I • \ 

Sillnalure: 
'; 

.;, oCr r . "( . t " ,.,.  ! ... .. i" /' 10 1#: 

Notes: / 

N<oIc MiloI_"TO...=,r.anl:ii<obI~< ::=\~~~~::::=)~"'ijl"""'ii-'-=- ~AFA 225-665-1515 
White· Agency Canary & Blue· AFA Pink - Sub Green - Driver Gold - Loading Site 

PLEASE PRESS HARD 
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A ALVIN FAIRBURN &
 
...ASSOCIATES, LLC.
 J 

"Hurricane Relief '-,11/V' 

LOAD TICKET 
1.l~noS 

No. 
Contracting Agency: 

Subcontractor: 
) i '" \ ,', (' ";. 

Date: 

" i" ~ 

Truck No.: Mu Load Capacity: 
Load Site: (Street or Intersection. City, County) 

...". ". j.. ,/ /" . ',- ... <.-It" 
Load Classification: (check one) 

o Slumps; 

6",12" 

12"·24" 

24'·36" 

37'·48" 

over 48" 

Driver's Name: (print) 
~: ~, ::. 

,Loading Site Departure Ti e: 

Agency Loading Site Monitor: 

o Leaners; 

6"·12" 
12-,24" 

24 ..·36.. 

37"·48" 

over 48" 

7
0 Mancers: ." 

6"·1J« ..1:1, 
12".24" __ 

24"·36" 

37"·48" 

over 48" 

Si nalum: 

Notes: 

, , (' 1011: 

White· Agency Canary &. Blue· AFA Pink· Sub Green· Driver Gold· Loadillg Sile 
PLEASE PRESS HARD 

46 

AFA 225·665·1515 



A ALVIN FAIRBURN & 
..ASSOCIATES, LLC. 

Hurricane Relief .
LOAD TICKET 

v~ 
~-

24".JC\" _,.-{-
)7"048" ' 

over 48" 

L I {/. 

I 

Load Classification: (check on~ 
o Stumps: Lee :_......... 

6"·12" _ 6".1 " :J 

12"·24" 12"024" 

2 ....."36.. 2... ·036· 

37"·48" 37"048" 

Notes: t 
j... ~'(1 11 <:'1":> 

JH1 prrprf 
II 

"\: 

AFA 225·665·\ S\5 
White .. Agency Canary & Blue 0 AFA Pink 0 Sub Green .. Driver Gold 0 Loading Site
 

PLEASE PRESS HARD
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" 

ALVIN FAIRBURN & LVASSOCIATES, LLC.~ Hurricane Relief 

Clai'H""QCJ$: ~ 
\"';:'6~"1 f· .__ 

1~".~4" 

24"·36" 
)7"'.48" 

Contractin 

LOAD TICKET 
No. 

IDII: 

,............., 
AFA 225-665·1515 

White· Agency Canary & Blue· AFA Pink· Sub Green· Driver Gold· Loading Sile 
PLEASE PRESS HARD 
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ORC Emergency Services, LLC 

LA DOTO CONTRACT 

Daily Log Trimming & Cutting of Hanging F/lWA
Umbs & Leaning Trees 

Date: JO .. d.--()5 N~ __1_43_8 _ 

__....;::t?=---='.1 ~l' tit(5 (2'J 8" -<:?~\Location: --+- q~t]_{:_,..,.~t.-.--

(District) (Parish) (Reference Road) 

Crew Number: .":_."3.. _ 
NUMBER OF CUTS: 

,; 

6'-~(3)%~~%~~~~~$~cg
 
~ ~ dl 1l ~. ~ ID ~ @ @ ~ @ @ @ ~ @§ 
~ dJ ;> ~ @ @ 52 53· 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 
76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
91 92 93 94 9S 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 

Daily Total of Cuts: _S-L-/ _ 
Notes: !fD6Qf1!jtrs} 1/ /e.qner.s 

-_._----------------------

/) 
LA DOTD e /\J ?_ 
-~~ ~. 
Authorized Representative: 

Exhibit 4 
49 



ORe Emergency Services, LLC 

LA OOTO CONTRACT 

Daily Log Trimming &Cutting of Hanging 
Umbs & Leaning Trees 

N~ 0141............ nDa.te' '0 Io·)../~ ... l:;:' S --------_ .. -----~ • - 7-1--'=:""=:£/_..=-.-...L-- _ 

{,1.. fA l'.\ G- \pl\H DF\ LA-,~S'7 
_w. _____Location: 

(District) (Parish) (Reference Road) 

Crew Number: Br t: 'l. --:Y l..' "TE-1\.. fJ """'\IlW tl.- ----

NUMBEROF CUTS: 

... (6)%7 (jJ (j)' ~'o ~;1 ~12 ~( ~14 ~'5....~~~ 4 . lfl' 'ii~'2 5 . 7, (2 
\ 3 4 ~ 

50 51 52 53 54 S5 
~ 

56 57 58 9 '60~@ ~S
 
61 62 ~
 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74, 7S 
76 77 78 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
91 92 93 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 

Daily Total of Cuts: . _4....:..9 ~__--...:~:..-S-.:.3_-o_d-_ 

-------- ._---------------

---------------~. 

------- ---------- --_._--.----------a LADOTD ~'~?,Service, LLC 

~-~t&Q_- ·~d----"----0: '" __. _ 

Authorized Representative: Authorized Representative: 5;0 



FEM~ 
DRcz,Emergency Services, LLC 

LA 0010 CONTRACT 

Daily Log Trimming &Cutting of Hanging
 
Limbs &Leaning Trees
 

Date: __\o--&/_~l./lbo~.fP N~ 0-...::;1;;...;.4..;;..0 _ 

'L. 1<\'",,,,\; fo.. ~H If\ '0 (~Location: 
(District) (Parish) (Reference Road) 

~T -b".) (h,,\)Crew Number: . 

NUMBER OF CUTS; 

~ ({) CID(1 G Q~<fJ (;) @G> 12 13 14 15 
{6 17 18 19 20 21 2 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30e 31 32 33 34 - 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 
46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 
76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 lOS 

DailyTotal of Cuts: J<--, _
 
,...
 

Notes: ____.~ .. ZS 3-\ ~ 

, ... po '" '\'" '0 1 ( I \ I \ , 

---_._---------------------- 

e LADOTD 

~~ Ut/:/XA 
Authorized Representative: Authorized Representative: 
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DRC Emergency Services, LLC 

LA 0010 CONTRACT 

Daily Log Trimming IfCutting of Hanging 
Limbs If Leaning Trees 

~ 

/0 -$ N~ 1437Date: - DS 

Location: __~~~2=--_ _-J--'9...&..:...n~~I-'-'·_' _--- !:LiS Cl73-0.l) 
(District) (Parish) (Reference Road) 

Crew Number: _-;pI_-=5 _ 

NUMBER OF CUTS: 
, 

~~~~~g}~~~~~~fa'~~
 
c ~ 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 

46 47 48 49 SO 51 52 53 54 S5 56 57 58 S9 60 
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 
76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 

Daily Total of Cuts: =d_~ _ 

Notes: ~---3--_~Le!!:.-q--!-.'h~e.---'d~------~. _ 

- ..... -._---- -.._--------------------

,"")' 

----- -----------------"----_----:. .;.

LA DOTD• ~~D~. __ 
Authorized Rept~ntative: 
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DRC Emergency Services, LLC
 

LA DOTO CONTRACT
 

Daily Log Trimming &Cutting of Hanging
 
Limbs & Leaning Trees
 

I V/ ~) O~ N~ 0134~ _Date: .....J_:....---l.._.:.....- _ 

Location: __~_·_L..--- T_{4_.._:~_'-_l --=Lp..~{-=-O-L..y.....l.~ L_A_~_~,__~-___ .....

(District) (Parish) (Reference Road) 

...~ 
'v 

r f
NUMBER OF CUTS: ':\~~ c.,"''' ,~ 

~ \..e .;~' .. 

(Q~. 9t... ~0~\i{~~~ ~r12• -3 ~L~ @L.~~~:~~ ~~ ~ ~ 42 45irA 
46 47 48 4950' Sf-52 1i 54 55 56 58 9 60 
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 ;71 72 73 74 75 
76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 10" 102 103 104 lOS 

Daily Total of Cuts: til +fa +. r-Ss'!'t~"I"'Ie/ 
", Notes: 1}.Io.)Fl,t;.L~ 1''0 cv1' I\\f' L-t- ..... .,."Q.-,,! -Toof",j! c)rHt.f, r·...,~y \,,,,,q.0'1' 

\ 

..•.\ .....C ..\11>.". q <"'~\,"" '\ '1:'. e."t .\i 10 \ '1. i:£I: I0\ ~ 
."",.....- . l-:: ~CF\~~~ 

• LADOTD DRC Emergency 5 rvice, LLC 

Authorized Representative: 
·BdV~ 

Authorized Representative: 
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DRC Emergency Services, LLC 

LA DOTO CONTRACT 

Daily Log Trimming & Cutting of Hanging 
Limbs & Leaning Trees 

Date: LQ -3,oS N~ 0113 

Location: ~et ]9.13;' LA-: /057 {l,iJ -oij 
(District) (Parish) (Reference Road) 

Crew Number: -::t/:- 3 
NUMBER OF CUTS: 

; 

&>Cb<£~@~@@gJ~
t 

$
<a 2&i %l@awdf~@~~@6'$@ ~ 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 
76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
91 92 93 94 95 96. 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 

DailyTotal of Cuts: ---=5=---'j~/--...L1.y.Y;,.....--- .----
Notes: 3(, J:-A'1!} e"s,},J~I-r:'5~'!~-t'!-loalU!n~e!L." ...£_

LA DOTD DRC Emergency Service, LLC 

Ch;. BUh' 
Authorized Representative: 



ORe Emergency Services, LLC 

LA DOTO CONTRACT
 

Daily Log Trimming 8r Cutting of Hanging
 
Limbs & Leaning Trees
 

Date: 10 - 3.:-0 S N~ _..:::...:01:::..::::1:...:::..0__. -~ 

location: _._---l.lI.a;ou.1~ 'T-I---'qn4~~~/..!-I,_ ...f,_L2~(::_Y.eJ#l£'S_IL]_- CJ=...:=..2.,)__---l!:::?:At4~/!...lo07)~
(District) (Parish) (Reference Road) 

Crew Number:#,----.S~ .... --

NUMBER OJ: CUTS;
,; 

(1)(b(j)~(jJG(2)~~~ ~~~ .~U~~.~tg@~~~ ~@~ 
@' ~ ~~~~~~~~®@@ 

@j) W@J ~ 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 
76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 

DailyTotal ofCuts: ~C{ ~ _ 

Notes: S i Aq~ &..1) 1/ lea '" (/"J' 

_ ....._----------------------

__ LADOTD 

~~ f1&,.J.._._-
Authorized Representative: 

55 



------------------~--

ORC Emergency Services, LLC 

LA DOTO CONTRACT' 

Daily Log Trimming & Cutting of Hanging
 
Umbs & Leaning Trees
 

. Date:· tl)~,t(- ~ 0 5 N ~ 1:::....:.7-=...25=-- ~ 

Locatlqn~ ._,._ ....:.::.{g.-:::..1 B1j~I.....;.·-_.:,....-.- , lO-S 7 (PSJ-o.1) 
(District) . (Parish) (Reference Roadl 

M'b -t=I- LCrew''1um er: --,..2---- ------~-----

NUMBER OF CUTS: 
I. 

66 67 
81 82 
96 97 

64 65 
79 80 
94 95 

76 
91 

~ ~~i8@~@ 
~ 1'j 2 J~~
a1 
@ ~$~~~'S~ 
68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 
83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 

Dallyiotal of Cuts: ..... _Gt~J.=-

Notes: U b.Q,?&~s~ f leqb..e-~ 

lADOTD 

~.~ 
Authorized Representative: 56 



------

ORC Emergency Services, LLC 

LA 0010 CONTRACT 

Daily Log Trimming & Cutting of Hanging 
Limbs & Leaning Trees 

Date: J0- Lf - 0.5 N~ --:O:;...=1;..;;;.1-=-1_~ _ 

Location: /.,)... __w___ 7et'19l~ -- to57 (J'S3-0.2) 
(District) (Parish) (Reference Road) 

Crew Number: -:J::t.3 --------~- _._. 

NUMBER OF CUTS: 

G) @@ @ @ @ 
a ~~ ~ @ ~~~~~$ @ 27 28 29 30 

31 32 33 -34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 

46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 
76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 

2-t, 
____··'_v _____Daily Total of Cuts: 

Note"s: 1.5r h9~ -er.s 1 1-_ [,eg"",e..

I.' 
---------- ,1.( 

-------------_._-----------

LA DOTO 

ct: ~::Io:::l.--' -

Authorized Representative: 
57 



------- --------

ol.J.' ..... , 

, . 
~~~r~~;~:~~:~~ff~?~~~·/' . , " h ,;, :..,tI.:~ . 

. ~--•.."-.--,, -~-'~'"
~ - .,.. ......:.~ 

-.,----.,..-... •...
 
.... 1,- •.•'. • 

ORC Emergency Services, LLC 

LA DOTD CONTRACT 

Daily Log Trimming & Cutting of Hanging 
Limbs & Leaning Trees 

1(2- 1.(- 0--.£	 N~ .--::0::..=.;11=2__Date: 

Location:	 ~_..L_ ___ -.-----E~_v'_~~,i_ ~/{1 ':hf U!.S? ~ cl_ 
(District) (Parish) (Reference Road) 

Crew Number: _~_3___ 
Nl)M8ER Of CUTS: 

Q)~dla>~ @~ 
,..(>--. 
\. ~ QP@@~ @@ ~~~ ~ ~~~ dJ 

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 9 40 41 42 43 44 45 
46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 
76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 

Daily Total of Cuts: ~?~D~	 _ 

Notes: 2 ~ hCvt;tf( r) c:l. (Q t<n eg	 --------

'.: . , 
- - - - ----fj-'---

.'I' 
f/

/----------.._.----- - ---_ ..--
LA DOTD 

~-~ 
...• 6>-.: ••",. 

5 



GOHSEP Appeal Analysis
 
PW and Version: 54~1A Iicant: Parish of Livin ston 
State Recei t of A IicantFEMA Decision Date: 9~13-o9 

Monetary Figure in Dispute: $19,000,000.00	 Appeal: 12~14~9 

Facts of this First Appeal: 

Between August 27th and September 10th of 2008, heavy rain and severe wind from Hurri 
Gustav severely damaged and destroyed trees throughout the Parish of Livingston. T 
damages occurred in near proximity to city streets and major highways causing blockages for 
emergency personnel and residents. To eliminate possible hazards to life and a serious thre 
public health and safety the applicant contracted with lED on August 31, 2008 to haul debl 
several temporary disposal and reduction sites throughout Livingston Parish. A total of veget 
debris collected through 11/12108 is 289,801.13cy. 

On November 19 2008 FEMA wrote the first PW of what would become PW54. On Decembf 
2008 FEMA wrote the revised PW54. On August 31, 2009 FEMA wrote PW54v1 which obli~ 

roadside debris removal for only 16% of the 88,892($16,252,085.00) hangers and 34% 0 

1,349($396,100.00) leaners claimed by the parish. This obligation was based on a 20% sampli 
documents provided by the applicant's debris monitoring firm and site verification. The applican 
been informed by FEMA personnel that the determination was made based on an interpretati, 

photographic evidence. 

Furthermore FEMA has declared livingston Parish to be no longer eligible for the FEMA PA 
program which provided 95% reimbursement of eligible costs as opposed to the current 90 
eligible project costs. This error was based on FEMA using the obligation date of PW54-1 VE 

the original PW54 which was obligated prior to the December 31, 2008 deadline for participati 
the program. 

Livingston Parish disagrees with FEMA's determination in the preceeding two issues and subml 
first appeal. 

Issue #1 Whether in the instant case there is a rational justification upon which FEMA 
base the denial of 84% of right~f-way debris removal of hazardous hanging limbs and 
of the removal of hazardous and leaning trees? 

In making this determination FEMA relied primanly on photographs which were merely illustrati\
 
not all encompassing, nor required by any FEMA policy or guidance.
 
FEMA 325 clearly states:
 

Documentation required for Public Assistance grant consideration: 

•	 Describe the immediate threat, e.g. photos of hanging limbs or leaning 
trees; 

•	 Clearly define the scope of work to remove the immediate threat; 

•	 Specify the improved public prof?erty location by recording the nearest 

Exhibit~ 
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building address and/or GPS location; and 

• Denote the date, Labor and equipment used to perform the work. 

Livingston Parish asserts that it has followed all of the reqUirements of FEMA. The applicant 
asserts that monitors were hired and trained in compliance with FEMA guidelines. 
Measurements were taken and documented. Removal locations were properly documented. 
The photos were simply taken to provide an example of why the work must be done, an 
illustration of the immediate danger. They were not taken to document every single cut made. 
It would be imprudent as well as cost prohibitive to prove eligibility of every limb cut with a 
clearly defined photograph. This would entail sending professionals up in a bucket truck to 
photograph the limb before it is ever cut. One could very well reason that the cost of taking 
pictures of the cuts would soon out measure cutting the limbs. 

FEMA 325 provides that photographs are an example of one way to prove/support eligibility. FE 
Policy guide 9580.204 gives clear guidance on the burden of documentation on behalf of the 
applicant: 

"Hazardous Trees 
Documentation: Applicants should submit a spreadsheet showing the number of 
trees cut and the size and location of each tree. The location should include the 
street/road name and GPS coordinates of each tree removed along public rights-of
way, and the property address and GPS coordinates of each tree removed from 
private property. Applicants may also provide photographs of the flush-cut trees and 
certify that the trees were six inches or larger in diameter, measured 4.5 feet above 
the ground. (Emphasis added.) 

Hazardous Limbs 
Documentation: Applicants should submit a spreadsheet containing the location of 
the trees, the number of limbs cut on each tree, and a certification that the limbs were 
two inches or larger in diameter. The location should include the name of the 
street/road and GPS coordinates for each tree or cluster of trees along public rights
of-way, and the street address or parcel number for hazardous limbs cut on private 
property. Applicants may also submit photographs to document the number of 
hazardous limbs cut. If the applicants contracted for the removal of hazardous limbs 
on a per-tree basis, the number of limbs cut per tree is not necessary. (Emphasis 
added.)" 

All of the items listed above have been provided. The policy does not specify that an 
applicant must have photos. The applicant's attached documents meet all of the other 
requirements of FEMA policy. FEMA has not during this storm or previous events held other 
applicants to the standard of a picture for every cut claimed. It is simply discriminatory to hold 
this applicant to a standard higher than others. 
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Issue #2 FEMA's failure to acknowledge the applicants compliancy with the Decembe 
2008 deadline for participation into the FEMA's PA Pilot program. 

Guidelines for the Pilot Program demand that the applicant have in place prior to the sto 
preapproved debris management plan. In this case the applicant invested the man hours and I 

to put such a plan in place. The applicant must also have a project that is approved prj. 
December 31, 2008. Once again this applicant did have an approved project. The appl 
contends that when FEMA constructed Project Worksheet 54vO in November 2008 and ( 
revised it in December 2008, FEMA approved the project. The State supports this contention. 
is the same storm, the same applicant, the same debris. The only thing that changed was F 
wrote a new version. FEMA writes versions and overwrites everyday. The applicant has no cc 
over this. Using this logic FEMA could nullify the entire pilot program by simply writing a new ve 
for every approved project under the plan. The applicant in this case has done their part. 
faithfully followed the rules of the program. The applicant should not now be penalized dl 
FEMA's failure to produce an acceptable Project Worksheet the first time or on the fifteentt 
takes that many. 

1--------------------------- 
. Recommendations 

After careful review, the State concludes that FEMA's method of verifying eligible trees and limt 
only looking at a photograph is fatally flawed as well as discriminatory towards this applicant. 
State also concludes that the "Project" was approved as a project when the first Project Work~ 

was written. Therefore the State urges that after analyzing all of the enclosed documentation a 
version be written accurately reflecting all eligible work and obligated at the 95% reimburse 
level of the PApilot Program_. _ 
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